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On The Inside 
STUDENT COMMENT ... A variety of 
opinions spark the first letters to the 
Editor section of the Brown and Gold 
Review. Pro and con on the Review, 
abuses of student loyalty, and a pan-
acea for the lack of academic atmo-
sphere within the confines of the col· 
lege. Page 3. 
THE UNITED NATIONS ... Two polit-
ical-minded students have thei r own 
"Great Debate" over the effectiveness 
of the UN today. Their remarks com-
mence the plunge of the Review into 
national and international affairs. Page 
5. 
A Letter from the Editor 
J. T. METZ 
Talking to the students around campus, it is apparcn . •hat fc" se. 1u1• 
minded individuals, particulary those of the senior class, ha1e escaped the lallou• 
effects of the academic explosion at Regis College. I mention the serious-mmdcd 
student since there will always exist those indi' iduals \\ ho will escape the con· 
sequences of academic up-grading by retreating before the first wave of attack 
has taken place. These arc the drop-outs o: transferees. Senior students entered 
Regis prior to the rigid academic requirements demanded on the part of Freshmen. 
They have, however, met in:.:reascd course requirements in numerous subject 
fields along with a growing insistence upon indh idual study. This results in 
the abolishment of the prc,•iously established practice of going to class and passing. 
The Student Center echoes with the gripes and complaints of students as 
they issue loud verbal accounts of massive work assignments. Yet when confronttd 
with the choice between the present situation and the rather relaxed atmosphere 
of the past, few advoca te an academic retreat. The college mind is, therelon, re-
sponsive to the intellectual challenge toward educational excellence. 
The effects of such a change as our educational system has undergone haH· 
extended far past the confi nes of the institution itself. Talking with several alumni 
they expressed an 0\ cr-all positi\ c attitude toward the raising of academ1c 
standards. ll is the natural consequence of the small college to produce qualit) 
students as opposed to a massive quantity of attendees. And it is the function of 
the a lumni, the communi ty, and the students themsehcs to encourage and co-
operate wi th endeavor in this direction. 
Notice to Clubs, Students 
We would like to extend to the clubs on campus the opportunity to use our 
magazine in order to publicize their events. It can be beneficial to them in that 
they may be able to attract a greater number of members. and lor us because 
we will be able to pro,·ide more complete news coverage. A vital need on our 
part is to provide a \\ ide coverage of news to a wider range of minds. 
But students themselves also intere t us with their broad ideas, many of wbi:h 
\ ' ' ecognlZC have no other outlet than their friends and fellow club members. ,, e r 
that many times these ideas could be beneficial to the college, and in an .ffort 
d h h . · led "St1dent to exten t em toot crs we will begin a section in this magazmc entlt . 
Comment." I t is through this that we hope the students will seek to make ~no,lm h · · h · . t 111 v or t e1 r suggestiOns, t e1r complaints, and their compliments. It IS an oppor u 
you to help your school. 
LECTURE SER IES . . . Alpha Delta 
Gamma and t he Regis College Place-
ment Service have comb ined to offer 
a lecture series of especial interest 
to the liberal arts students C 
. overage 
is planned for a 'd WI e range of career 
fields. Page 1 o. 
CINEMA SPOTLIGHT - .. J im Curtan's 
penetrating analysis of current offerings 
of the Hol lywood · d In ustry rang es from 
Tennessee Will ia ms to W It D' a 1sney. 
Are movies bette r tha 7 P n ever age I I. 
BETWEEN THE LINES · · · Although the 
• 1 h · st passed Civil War Centenntl as 1u 
the War Between tM States receives 1 
thorough analysis frorn the magic r.• 
of Bruce CaHon in his latest book. T 1s 
and other present best-sellers, are e~· 
1. · staff :l th•s 
amined by the boo• review 
issue. Page 14. 
A STUDY IN LIGHT AND LUST .. 
Ralph St. Louis introduces the sho~ 
story to our pages. This is the st.ory .
0 
b d h. d boy and hos glr a oy an IS og, • b .1 
a boy and his twisted mind. May e 
1 
this boy hadn't been a butcher 
Page 19. 
Letters to the Editor 
Immature 
Students? 
r>rnr Editor : 
Pool mom n rum al to the basement of 
Car roll I !all and placement of the book 
~tore in 1 he student Center seems a drastic 
mov<'. YN th<' ju\ tification of such action 
would be apparent if table lugging would 
'tren gthen mind,, promote a college a tmo 
sphere inMcad of a kindergarten climate, an l 
in general give a good college a chance w 
be £inc. T o expostu late that Regis' present 
dt'fL'Cts e!><:apc notice by a significant section 
o t the \tudnet body \\Ould do injustice ro 
those '' ho \Hi te articles on the value of 
hi~tory, give their time and talents to a num-
ber of the Je.,s social o rganizations on thi .• 
campus, and con!>Cicntiousl) strive to improvr 
Regis. But to p:loze over the truth that .t 
large percentage of "attendees" either do not 
realize or do not care about our faul h 
would be stupid. Thr<X' rrt'ent instance' 
point out a ~ad, but fortunately curabl~ 
situation. 
lligh St·hool seniors, ISO strong, vhite I 
Regis Dec. 7. 1961. The apparent rca~n 
behind their dining and swimming was the 
hope that •,orne of them would chose thi s 
c.:ollcgt' fo r th<'ir higher l'ducation. Undoubt-
edly the tour and treat favorably influcnc,-J 
some. Unfortunately oth<'rs came away with 
little more favorable to say than, " the din-
ncr tasted good." Thl' following conversation 
actually occurred: 
"Mike, you went out to Regis, didn't 
you?" 
"Yah." 
"What did you think of it?" 
"I can't tell you. Ste,·e is here." 
"Why. ''hat happened?" 
"Well !>()me of the gu ides acted likl' 
kids. Thl'y \\l'nt around calling each 
other names. Wr \\ere going through 
one of the halls and one of them 
picked up this big picture of a girl. 
He said, 'Here d o you want this?' 
And I said. 'Sure.' She was a pretty 
good looking girl. Then a priest came 
along, and one of them said, 'Don't 
let hi m sC<' you with that,' and he 
started stuffing it into his pants. Then 
'' c ''('Ill ovrr to that Student Center. 
Then• \H rr kid' there with funny little 
hats. Onr of thl'm \\a~ talking to hi\ 
yo-} o. Hr m rldn't get it to sleep. 
"lit• ""' just having fun, :vtike.'' 
" 'o. ht• ~t'<'rnro serious about it. 
Some of them '('( m to be immature." 
Th<·'-C n•nurb \\Ould be humorous c-.-
cept that vtike has dccid<'d aganist Regis. 
Imprcs,ions t'Ount. 
The Broun and Gold Review presents 
one such important "fat·r" of Regis. Througn 
this medium prospective stud!'nts as well a; 
tho..e incidrrually intcrrstt:'d in a Catholic, 
jc-.uit (•ducat ion bet'Ome acquainted "ith 
Regis. In <.Orne respects their meeting IS 
pleasan t, but in others it is not. When 
nC'\\ s articles wander aimlessly for thr~ 
paragraphs before reaching the point; whe;o 
t'Orrcct sentence structure is violated; when 
accuraq is disregarded; when these rudi-
ments of journa)i<,m arc flouted then we 
need not be ~urprised if Brown and Col-t 
Review readers turn away, less than excite I 
about a Catholic, ]!'sui t education at Regis. 
Mrmbcrs of the Regis Debate an:! Ora-
tory Society provide another indication to 
th£' outsidrr of the quality and worth o[ 
Regis. I low much better they might hav~ 
done; how much grC'ater an impre.sion they 
mil(ht haH• madC' for Regis, if there ha·l 
:,een 100 instead of 8 is difficult to ascer-
tain. Certain!)' onr cannot applaud tho~~ 
"ho ('Omplacemly sit back letting the bur-
d l.'ns of debaw rl.'search, o ratol') writing, and 
ora l interprrtation memorizing fall on a few. 
That the fault lic.s not in our leaders. 
but in ourselves seems to go unrealized. Per-
haP' the high hopes for Regis of the future 
arc beyond even mmmcnt·ement by the pres· 
ent .\tudcnt body. Per haps there will be 
thO><' who will rrspond to the Debate 
Society's new call for members; maybe other; 
wil l mntributC' their talent' to the Brown 
and Gold Rtvil'w. And for those who feel 
that they cannot be good speakers or writers 
lt't t lrerrr currtributc in other ways tO other 
o rganizations. Let their comments spur 
others on; let their criticisms result in jour-
nalism classes to give student publications 
needed foundation~; let them give Regis ~ 
new aura of fineness. Certainly this traru. 
fo rmation mw.t begin before the great pool 
hall remO\'e to Carroll Hal l. Hopefully some 
day sut·h a move \\ill not seem drastic. -
Su.•,·e Leonard. 
( Ed. o te: Granted that man) at 
Regis arc immaturr but thi s is not al-
ways thr fault of the pcr~n; rather it 
is a result of training and environment. 
We should be h!'lping them rather than 
blaming them. 
Furth(•r we admit our own inac-
t uracies in th b magazine, but we 
would rather sec ml'n of your caliber 
helping us, rath<·r than only criticizing. 
Not£' that \H' allow('() thC' word "chose'' 
to pa\s "ithout ('Orrt'<.:tion in paragraph 
l\\0. 
We who arc working within organ-
izations have:' a tendency to c riticize 
too quicl.l) those who arc not. But 
wC' must t'Onsider that for a number 
their only interest in school i ~ their edu-
cation, and not the many campus organ-
izations. The social clubs have little 
appeal for man), and on the other hand 
the worthwhile organizations often re-
quire a great deal or time aside, from 
the fact that it drmands an aptitude for 
the work.) 
Denver Club 
Dear Editor: 
As loyalty to an organization i\ a prim~ 
requisite of its members it has been apparent 
that a't Regis College this has been abusc:l. 
In view of the fact that certain members 
in the Denver Club have lofty ambitions anrl 
influence in Mrongcr organizations which 
have tended to compromise loyalty in a morr 
select organ ilation, a strong appeal is here-
with made to give an awareness that certain 
individuals must be scrutinized before either 
they arc accepted or subsequently rejected 
for compromising the goals of an organiza-
tion. In as much as the succ~ of any given 
organ ization is not dependent upon the quan-
tity of its members, but the quality needed 
to foster "espirit ~c corps" and the fulfill-
ment of its goals, all organizations should 
~tress a longer period of investigation beforr 
accepting certain members and that there 
should be a comtant watch for outward in -
dications on the part of individuals who 
\\Ould compromise the group goals to Fur-
ther their O\\ n ambitions. - Mike Barbick. 
Executive Board 
f1Pnr Editor: 
The 1961-62 ExC'Cutivc Board woul:l like 
to extend our t'Ongratulations to you and 
your staff for your excellent work done in 
publishing the fiN issue of the Brown and 
Gold Review. 
Perhaps the mo\t outstanding feature vf 
the Review is that it truly embodies the 
spirit of a liberal arts college such as Regis 
College. As \\e know, Regis College has de-
clared as its aim the promotion of the spirit-
t;a), intellectual , moral and aesthetic advanc~­
ment nf its " udrnto,. The first issue of th,.. 
Review not only mirrored this same aim and 
idC'al, but provt:'d that it could and wouid 
provide a va lua ble contribution to the de-
,,e)opment of thr \tudent. Accomplishing this 
\\liS the Re' irw\ adequatC' representation of 
the variot" departmPnts of the College a' 
"ell as the prc..entation of student opinions 
and thoughts on su bjects of importance to 
all of us. 
Once again congratulations for the tr<>-
rnendous encrl() and work expended in pro-
ducing the:' Review. There is little question 
that } ou captured "the spirit of e\cellence'' 
about which Father O'Donnell spoke. 
R('Spect fully yours, 
I ~J61-62 E'-ccutivc Board 
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Editorial: 
Our Decision 
Our set of values is what has placed today's world 111 
its present state of chaos. As we look about we don't notice 
problems arising over anything that is spiritual in content, 
but over the petty things o£ the material world. 
Color - what difference does it make what color we 
arc? I t's not going to stop me from going to heaven, is it? 
And money- wealth is not going to help me to achieve 
heaven any quicker. 
The problem is determining what is most importa nt. 
There arc many who believe that knowledge is, that purity 
is, that any number of the virtues arc, in direct contra-
di~tinction to the materialists, but actually what is most im -
portant is all of those things which wil l help us to achieve 
the ultimate end. 
In analyzing the problems of the world, of large 
cities, of large corporations and their employers, and even 
the petty d iHcrcnces that exist in student governments, we 
sec that all of them stem from the basic ends of materialism. 
Do we forget God? 
No, not hardly; but we tend to forget that our only 
purpose in this world comes from H im. 
I think this problem stems from a gradual d isconcern 
for God that has instilled itself in each succeeding genera-
tion, resulting in a more and more distant relationship with 
Him. 
T oday there is a movement to bring God back into our 
lives. T o an extent the Second Vatican Council called by 
Pope John XXIII will aid, but other movements a lso arc 
arising among the laity such as th e Confraternity o[ 
Christian Doctrine, lay catech ists organizations, and the 
Papal \Oluntcers program. These programs arc presently 
operating successfully because the members have real ized 
what is most important to them. 
We in college must also make this same decision, and 
because we have the benefits of a better Catholic education 
than many of those now laboring for God, our responsibility 
is greater because our realization and unders tanding of the 
problems is greater. 
I wonder . . . "hat will our decision be? 
- Roy A. D augherty 
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patterns 
MIKE McCARTHY 
A man stood, pondering. not lung ago on the ~ind­
swept crest of a giant hill somewhere in the world. It was 
night then, black star-sprinkled December night, the la>t 
night of snowy December, the last night of a battered old 
year. Before him lay a valley, infinite!} rolling, punctun>d 
only by scattered strings of light, wisps of siher} smok , 
, nd shimmering moonglo\\ that softened the dark J,mc-
liness of the void. Suddenly the man looked up. In the n:ght 
a dock struck tweh-c and do\\ n the \alley strolled the new 
year. 1962, es:::orted by the legion of stars and the winds 
that whispered hope . . . 
T h e old year died quietly hut its exhausted specter 
lingered long before the lonely, thoughtful man. This was 
the ghost of 1961, a year unprecedented in its tragedy. This 
was a year of dying, dying in the throes of war and, iron-
ically, dying in the contentment of peace. \1en died lor 
liberty in the embattled nations of the world and they d:cd 
carelessly on the blood-slicked highways of our o-.n 
America. D eath was cveryv\ here : It lurked in the teeeming 
jungles of the Congo, the cobbled streets of Algiers. it 
wafted in the acrid smell of a twisted, burning airliner 
smashed in an icy cornfield. It hovered like a deadly m6t 
over the broken bodies of children scallered near a crushed 
school bus. It was everywhere. This senseless dying intcr· 
mingled with world conflict and the bitter infringement of 
the right of man set the ugly keynote of a year no man will 
ever forget. 
Christmas was gone, the truce v\aS over; the deep joy 
and gladness of the earth's happiest season drifted intqob-
livion, lost in the annually more importtlnt return to "vrld 
hate. But was it really a return'? The lonely man start>d 
across the night-blackened valley and he wondered. He 
watched the hadow of the ncv. year drift dov. n the ,all<" 
to the rest of the world. a new shadow charged \\ith deter 
mination and infused with optimism. Perhaps it would be 
different now. Perhaps nO\\ he would somehow retum to 
san ity, to tolerance. to fellowship. The man stood quieti) 
a nd smiled. Perhaps. 
The n ew year passed slo\dy on down the ,alley. 
escorted by the legion of stars and the winds that whis1JC:ed 
hope ... 
UNITED NATIONS TODAY 
Travesty GLENN JoHNSON 
As a n cffe:tive instrument of pea:::e, the United Nations 
i a tra\ est) . The co ncept of a U. N. sounds good, seems 
pious, a nd soothes the fea:-ridden souls of the world's 
bom b-ba nners. But as this limited experiment in world 
go,•crnment man ifes ts more and more each day, the con-
cept itself for the present is an absurd impossibili ty, given 
the natu ce o f the antagonists in this cold and dreary war: 
On o ne side, an insatiably greedy communist monste:, un-
principled in its perpetration of the world's most inhuman 
a trocitie;, a power maniacally pledged to the eventual elim-
ination, by wha tever means, of ever bourgeois-dominated 
capitalist society. On the other side, not pure and whole-
some good, but the espouser of certain timeless ideals (in-
dividual wo·th and dignity prominent among them) and 
the pro'eetor of a culture over 2,500 years old, the Western 
a llia nce a lmost as irrevocably committed to defend its 
society against the communist assaults. With this type of 
oppon~nts and the type of struggle in which they arc en-
gage:!, one must eventually succumb to the other; the only 
other alternative is mutual destruction (peaceful co-
cxisten :::::: is a sleep-inducing bed-time sto~y) . In thes:! 
circumstan:::cs th e U.N. cannot be an arbite r, but onl} 
another arena for war, certainly a poor excuse for its con-
tinued cxis'cnce. 
Looking beyond the impossibili ty of the U.N.'s self-
imposed peace-preserving mission to the things it has act-
ual ly attempted to accomplish its purpose, we sec that the 
maming self-interest of its members has prevented it from 
effective action except in those belligerent situations which 
could be mollified by U.N. intervention because one or an-
other nation wanted out of the situation without loss of 
face. A point in case is the Anglo-French invasion of Suez 
when, finding themselves be trayed by their American ally 
and responding to the cries of outrage by U. N. members, 
Gle nn Johnson 
(Cont inued on Page 17) 
the British and 
French accepted 
the interposition 
of a U. N. force 
between them-
selves and the 
Egyptians s o 
that they would 
be spared the 
shame of pull ing 
out while leav-
ing Egypt ap· 
parcntly victor-
ious. Likewise in 
the Congo where 
neither the 
Soviet Union nor 
the United 
Sta ·es wanted to 
become entang-
led in Congo-
Potent Factor RoN MuRPHY' 
The world of today is a world of violence, a world 
whose atmosphere is war and whose language is the threat 
of nuclear holo: aust. Ou :s is a generation that has never 
known a time of peace - born during the second world 
war, raised dur ing Korea's so-called "police action," and 
living during the most vicious economic and ideological 
conflict in our history. 
And what is the single symbol of stabi lity in this 
turbulent age? The organizat ion known as the United 
Nations. For all its youth, and all its fa ilings, it is the single 
organization d2-
voted t o th e 
cause of inter-
national co-op-
eration and act-
ively, interna-
tionally trying tQ 
promo:c world 
peace. 
We have all 
heard , and prob-
ably v o iced . 
complaints about 
the U.N. on the 
grounds that it is 
nothing but n 
propaganda 
forum, that it is 
not what it h:~s 
never claimed to 
Ron Murphy be - a world 
govc nment. Granted, what we really need to attain peace 
in this troubled age is a world government; but the nation-
alisti :: spirit is sti ll too strong to permit such an organization. 
The U.N. is a ll we have; and rather than abolish what we 
have and try to start over, we should follow the easier, 
safer, wise : course - make a few changes in the presently 
existing organization. 
What changes would I recommend? Two: First, re-
mon the one nation veto power from the security council; 
and second, give the U.N. a definite, well-armed, well-
trained striking force, subject to the security council. 
To take the most generally accepted point fi :st, :n 
order to be::ome a real factor in world politics, the U.N. 
needs a striking force of real power, independent of the 
m2mber nations. Why? Because there is one language 
that is undc:stood the world ovc: - the language of viol-
en::c. Theodore Roosevelt once said, with admirable ac-
curacy, "walk softly and carry a big stick." Until that 
utopian day when no man will consider violence as a 
means of settling issues, until the world becomes mature 
enough and sane enough to discard the primitive arbitra-
tion of the sword the "big stick" is just as necessary as. 
(Cont inued on Pag• 18) 
5. 
SENATE 
Reports 
By Bob Sims 
T wo clubs, radio s'ation KREG and the D enver Club, 
have been booted off the campus - one permanently and 
the other until a fter Easter. 
The Ex~cutive Board gav(! KREG its decharte; D ec. 
I. Rob2rt Cook, one of the directors of the Board, said that 
KREG was dechartcrcd because "it no longer is a working 
organization on ca·npus and the Student Senate h as seized 
all assets (equipment and re::ords) and an agreement will 
be'' o. ked out with the adminstration (Studen t Life Board) 
on how to deal with these assets." 
Surely some plan can be worked out with KREG 
to p:olong its life. A grcal d(!al of money has been poured 
into the station and this will all go to waste if the club is 
d<'chartere:l. W hen a club find s itself in trouble it should 
be able to solicit help from the Executive Board , not a d e-
charter summons. Dccharteri ng KREG will mean that 
Regis wil l not sec anothe: radio s tation on campus for m any 
years to come. 
The D enver Club, headed by Mike Barbick, threw an 
unapproved party the night following Thanksgiving at a 
motel, under the name of the Eli Church Group. All parties 
giYen by clubs or organizations must have the approval of 
Father Karst and the Exe::utive Board. Since Barbick failed 
to secure this approval Robert Cook made a formal com-
plaint to the Student Life Board. They met wi th Barbick 
and suspended the club. 
Barbick can attempt a resurrection of the club aft~·r 
Eas ter. 
On D ec. 13 the Ski Club again ambled into the As-
sembly. Thi marks the third time they have visite:l the 
Assembly to appeal for money. 
The first time their motion for $280 was declared ou t 
of order because they ignored the "eight-day rule"-- which 
demands that those who ask for mo ney from the Assembly 
hand in a written motion to the secretary of the Execut ive 
Board eigh t days prior to the next G eneral Assembly meet-
ing. 
The second time they appeared the Assembly defeated 
their motion - but the skiers were not yet defeated. 
Reques·ing $250 for the Ski T eam, Mark Earley, 
spokesman for the club, said the money would be used 
"to keep ou:sclvcs in exis tence." For the club to obtain 
any money next year from the Athletic Board they must be 
active this year. 
The team needs the $250 to obta in a coach, pay en-
trance fees into meets, and he lp defray some of the train-
ing costs. T o help with the expenses Father Ryan will 
match any money accrued from the Student Senate. 
The Ski C lub didn ' t fare as well this time - they lost 
by five vo tes instead of one. 
6 
At the Nov. IS mee.ing the Executile Board petit 
the Assembly for $800 to sponsor the annual Inau 
Ba ll , a free dance for the students wele<ming the ..,1 
Ex(!cutive Board into office. The) received the money. 
Approximately one fourth of this money, $225. wii be 
spent on a dinner for the new and old Executive Boards 
and the G eneral Assembly. In o·her words, nearly 45 people 
will set down to a S5 dinner paid for by t'le students. 
Why should the Assembly rccei\e a free dinn r at the 
stt dent's expense? Is this dinner payment lor all the work 
th y do? (On the \\hole, the Assembly 1.ends t'o\0 h m 
a nonth arguing in a little room.) A·e our repre ntatives 
t< be paid for rendering a sen·ice to the s1·hool? 
The Executive Board stands ftrmly against grant·in· 
a: Is to bodies of men doing work for tht school, ret the1 
pr pose a small grant-in-aid for themSI'h'es and the As· 
s~ 1bly, in the fo·m of a dinner. 
The General Assembly refuses to pass the Ski Club 
motion for $250 because this money will be used to sponsc 
\ restricted activity at Regis and it is unconstitutional to 
giq: over $50 to a club for a restricted activity. Yet they 
th 1k no:hing of footing the bill , to the tune of $225. for 
a 1 ivate dinner in thei : honor. This dinner can certainly 
no, b~ called a school-wide a::tivity. 
The Executive Board plans to re\·amp the con~titution 
his year - if time permits. 
D ave Cullan, president of the Executh·e Board, said 
his Board would like to change the form, and som~ of.the 
pow:!rs, duties, and procedures of the old consututJOn. 
Cullan said he would like to have the students vote on the 
new consti .ution at the Executive Board elections in Fe'r 
ruary. 
T o change the constitution the Board must fi:st ~. 
write it, present it to the General Assembl) for thetr sug· 
gestions and final approval, and then h a,·e the students 
vo te on it. 
One of the firs t platform points fulfilled by the. Exec· 
utive Board was the P resident's D inne:s. These dmn~1' 
held at a nearby restaurant once a month, enable a ll of e 
presidents o f clubs a nd organizations to w me togeth er and 
discuss campus activities. 
M a ny o f the mu tual pro blems the clubs have at Regis ca~ be ironed o ut at these dinners. Suggestions on ho~ .totr:~ 
thmgs arc exchanged. Changes in policy of the Admmts . 
tion or the E xecutive Boa:d can be gilen to these presJ· 
d ents a t one timC'; or a school wide activity. such as 
Ranger D ay, ca n be discussed and planned. 
These dinners serve as another "ay of bringing ~e 
d f R . · h h Administration stu ents o egts closer together \\It t e 
and the Executive Board. 
C 1 . . 1 ffi·~ers for their ongratu attons to the semor c ass o " h 
work on the new student directory. The $325 for bet e 
d . bly in Octo r. tree tory was appropriated by the Ass~m . . ·e Bl .. 
Congratulations to Frank Forest T om 0 DonstO, Ste\ 1 y , f h c ass Dick Jefferies and Dave Marold- the new res man l 
[f. ' '"' 'k Dixon \V.IO 0
. tcers . . Also congratulations to v~t e · 
wJ! I serve as O'Co nnell H all representauvc. 
Campus 
Headlines 
Student 
Comment 
R<'gh ha~ again to be congratulated in 
ho\ting the First Archdiocesan Choir Fes-
tival. Such an endeavor as this is most 
u·rta inly one in ' ' hich every Regis studen: 
can fN!l proud of being a part. A very 
\pedal congratulations to tho;e students who 
\H n• members of the steering comm ittee. 
T~e 'tudent body ~hould also be con-
~ratulated upon their participation; however, 
a f<''' students certainly appear to have 1oM 
much in their early departure. The exit of 
a small minority before and concurrently 
'' ith the entrance of the Ble>ed Sacrament, 
C hristmas Fest iva l 196 1 
\\Ould appear to put a que\tion in the mind 
of many. Does this mean that some hav•' 
1oM their love of th<' central \acrament of 
the Church. the daily fool of our spiritual 
lhcs. Christ's nativity cannot be separated 
from Hi~ death on Calrary and Calvar} 
gave u~ Christ until the end of time. In 
our chaotic world man} kno" they will 
n('ver ~c God again in this lire and would 
give all human good\ to once more adore 
the small white host containing the Savior 
of the world. Let us not forget that the 
Blessed Sacrament is a privilege and can 
IX' taken away when love and respect re-
main only as a con~lation to a few in a 
'>truggling world or will He, the Prince of 
Pc-cac, be adored on altars C\'erywhcre in a 
peaceful world. - John Peto. 
YOU GET THE BEST AT 
Rho-Chi 
With the completion of their pledging 
period, four new membres were accepted into 
Rho Chi Sigma. Rich Byrne, Rudy Imm, 
Tim Linehan, and D~nnis Orr have succe~s· 
fully completed the embryo Mage of their 
fraternity life and arc now active members. 
Tim Lineham wa~ elected 'Out\tanding 
Pledge.' 
At a recent meeting of the fraternity, 
Pat O'Meara and Terry Kell} presented a 
'><minar for pre-med and pre-d<'nt studcnb. 
Both O'Meara nad Kelly attended Regis and 
ar(• now enrolled at C. U. Medical School. 
The fratrenitv announces that the "Sun-
clay Night Movi~," becau~ of the attend-
ance , hown w far, will be continued through-
out the ..chool year. 
Rho Chi i~ awaiting confirmation date, 
for rout·ational tour~ at the Martin Company 
and Coors. The fra ternity take'> scvcra: 
tour\ a year to supplement the lectures dc-
li\tn•:l m its bi-\\ekely meetings. 
Forensics 
"\Ve ha\'c the tools. Let\ ha\e the 
men." thundered orator Bill Con-
\TT). 
" In 195S we attended anntht•r foren-
~.ic farce. otherwio,e knO\\ n as a sum-
m it conference.", remarked orator 
Clcnn johnson. 
"The winner, Gera!d Williams', an-
nounced moderator Reginald Bain, 
Th<• FiN Annual Regis Oratoncal Con -
L<''t elicited favorable comment from both 
moderator an:! membe" of the Regis Debate 
and Oratory Society. A \ ignificant sect ion 
of thl• Mudcnt body had been made awar.• 
ol at lea>t one facet of the society's activ · 
itics; p~rhap.. they would ''ant to kno" 
mon·. 
Ready "ith "more," Bert Liebmann, 
dub l>C<'retary, dispensed the~ forem.ic facts: 
\1embers Jim Dowd and Glenn Johnson 
gained first place in oral interpretation and 
"tond place in orator:. respectiv<:ly, at th • 
Colorado Woman's College meet held in 
October. The November U niversit} of Colo-
rado tourney saw Steve Leonard, Bill Con-
very and Jim Dowd attain ~ix, four, and 
two points respectively to put Regis among 
the top eight ~hoofs at that event. Thanks· 
giving found debaters Bill Convery, Joe Cun· 
ningham, Jim Dowd, and Steve Leonar:l a: 
Loyola University, Chicago, to participate m 
m o days of debate. The result> found neg-
ative speakers Bill Convery and joe Cun-
ningham victors in four out of their six 
rounds. Liebmann noted that the club, now 
eight active members s1rong, has prepare:! 
WARD'S BARBER SHOP 
50TH AND FEDERAL BLVD. 
for and participated in 75 rounds of inter-
collegiate speech activity. 
Tentative "more" came from Bill Con-
very, club treasurer. A speech festival at the 
University of Denver, debate at Colorado 
State College in Greeley, a tourney at the 
Univers ity of Wyoming, events and debate 
at Colorado College, a contest at Adams 
State College, and the Inter-State Oratory 
Contest in Pueblo crowd the agenda for' 
the next three months. Other plans call for 
debates on campus and an evening oF oral 
interpretation. 
Despite "more'' and "more" no "Save 
Our Society" has been i~sued. Please:! with 
the oratory contest the eight out of 800 
seemed resolved to keep going. But "S.O.S.'s'' 
may still come. Observed tired Bill Convery, 
"We have the tools. Let's ha\'e the men." 
ADG Projects 
Once again this year, Alpha Delta 
Gamma is \ponsoring a big name enter-
tainer. Pre.>Cntly the final dechion has not 
been made, but several groups arc being con-
si:lcr('d. Dave Brubeck, Louis ArmMrong, Th·· 
Kirby Stone Four, and The Brothers Four 
arc •orne of the narn~ being looked into. 
The txm cert, a one night stand, will prob-
ably b<' hl•l:l some time in March. Last year 
The Four Fre~hmen provided a night of ex-
cellent cntNtainmcnt for Rcgi\ students and 
the Denver public a like. The Delts hop~ 
this year's effort will be just a\ '>Ut'CCSsful 
for a II in attendance. 
U nder the direction of John Herbert. 
th!' Alpha Dclts have been in charge oF the 
parking during the Regh home basketball 
games. At each game, a different crew partici-
pates in parking the flow of cars. Greatly 
a~sisti ng l lcrbcrt in this effort arc Mik~ 
Clark, Mike McLaugh lin, john Morrisroe, 
Rich Schaeffer, and Pat Hamblet. 
With the advent of the new semester, 
the Alpha Dclts are contemplating pledging. 
Prospect ivc pledges will be able to sign up 
soon a£tcr the semester begins at a smoker 
~ponsored explicitly for this purpose. Her.:-, 
the intere~ted students will be able to ask 
questions about the Fratern ity and find out 
other pertinent information. 
Tom Sullivan and Fred Martin are 
supervi!.ing a series of lectures to be given 
for undcrclass students concerning jobs for 
the liberal arts graduate. They arc working 
in cont-ordance with Mr. John Flanagan of 
the Placement Dpeartment. The series is ex -
pected to begin in the middle of February. 
Delts prominent on the Regis campu<: 
a rc Gerry O'Dwyer, recently pinned; Fred 
Albi, who is a Justice of the National Su-
preme Court of the fraternity; Tom Con-
stantine, who is in charge of the Alpha Delta 
Gamma a lumni program for the western re-
gion; and Ed Coughlin, who is chairman of 
the Nat ional Charitable Works Committee 
and also of Iota's National Sweetheart Com-
mittee. 
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A K Psi 
The first semester of thc> 1961-1962 
scholastic year has been a truly successful 
one for Gamma Sigma Chapter of Alpha 
Kappa Psi. 
At the beginning of the year the chap· 
ter was notified that it had received top 
ranking among 124 chapters in a nation1l 
efficiency rating program. T he Regis Chap-
tel received a perfect 100,000 po ints undet 
that program. 
It was also noted that the first semester 
pledge class was onr of the largest pledge 
classes in the history o f Gamma Sigma Chap· 
ter. On Dec. 10, 1961 Larry Rief, Ron Milner, 
Mike McCormick, R ich Block, Norm Hieron 
oymi, Tom Evans, Chuck McElroy, John 
Humphrie,;, Pete Shaver, T om Kelly, Jack 
Dumgberger, George Wilson, Mike Mar-
oua, and Ken Me Nealy were officially wel-
~med as brothers in Alpha Kappa Psi. 
As the final activity of the semes:~r 
the brothers of Gamma Sigma Chapter 
strengthened their ties with the brothers :>f 
Beta Chapter at Denver University by help-
ing them distribute prospectuses to patrons 
for the Hamilton Fund. The H amilton Fund 
is a special organization dealing with thc:-
purchasing of stocks and securities for indi -
viduals. In retu rn for approximately 350 hour., 
of work, Beta Chapter presented the brothers 
of Gamma Sigma Chapter with a check for 
ssoo. 
A' for the forecast of ne" t semester' 
actidties, the brothers are eagerly awaitin~t 
the regional conference which ''ill be held 
thb year at Boulder, Colo. This year's ho,t 
will be Gamma Zeta Chapter of the Uni-
versity of Colorado. 
The brothers of Gamma Sigma chaptc 
have elected Ed Feulner to be their repre-
sentatin~ at the conference. 
T entat ive dates for the eonference ar.! 
set as Thur.day, Friday, aml Saturday, Feb-
rary 8, 9, and 10, 1962. 
The purpose of thes:.- meetings is t•l 
discuss chapter activ ities an I problems, ins:-
ruct member\ and officc1 in the prop~r 
admin iMration of their ch 1ters, and mak!' 
recommendations for the ·onsideration ,,£ 
the officers of the fraten ty. 
Irish Cre it 
To Regis 
The Iri<>h Regis Asc;oc 1 tion formed c 
little over t\\O years a11:o t , present to thl 
Regis students a cultural. spiritua l, and social 
service has fulfilled thes•• purposes in man1 
different activities. The Jssociation exists as 
a campus organilation " h member~hip open 
to any student regard]!', of religious con-
viction or national bad· .ound, some of th•• 
most active members h 1ve come from stu-
dents who \\ere merely " Irish" in spirit. 
The Valley Country C lub? "It's about 15 mi les east of the next way stati on." Result? 
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Fath yrar mcmbc" anticipate Ma ; 
a~ not onlr a great day for the lruh, t 
also a~ one of the major spring acti1itit 
the entire ~tudenr body. The Irish Regis .\5-
..ociation dO<'s, ho1' C'l-er, pia} an impa: .ont 
role on this day for it aid~ the D •er 
Catholic Charit • in their presen atia. of 
the St. Patrick's Day Charity Ball. Metr -~ 
help decorate the ball room while SOIT of 
the more talE'nted "Irish" plan dances md 
songs for int(·rmb'>ion tertain111'1nt. The 
Queen of thr club reigns as quCI:!II ol the 
ball. 
During the Ja,t two years the Irish 
Regis As..scoiation has d<matcd o1~r ~1,500 
to the Catholic Charit'es throuch tick!!: 
sales to ml'mbers of the student body. 
Communion breakfa,b are held '! 
lea't four times a year, usually io conjun•-
t ion 1\ it h Loretto I !eights, and speakers are 
obtained. Soon after establhhment of the 
a"sociation, nero for a choir \\IS apparelll 
and a ~mall nudt'u~ ol mt'mbers 1oluntetrcd. 
This ) t'a r, a much larger, group sings the 
Sunda} high mao;s in the student chapei.'J!'e 
a.._o,ociation has al'<1 recei,·ed congratulauon 
from the Rt·v. Ra)!Tond Tull}. S.J., direc-
tor of the J~uit Si·minary ,\id .\_,socia!lC)II, 
for contributions and use of enrollmeJ•1 
.:ards. These contributions go toward the 
education of future )e>uit priest'· 
Culturally the I rish RegiS Asl.o. iationhas 
aided in the library by lending matenah. 
u,hering at sporting e1·ents, and sponsor-
ing a soccer team. The tram la>t lear rap-
tured a trophy in a city 1dde toumam.!lt. 
Speaker~ ha1·e been alked at vari <IS 
tinws to addn..,s tht' mclll 'lers among q,·. 
era I of tht' be't remembcrHI "ere the Rf!l'. 
Bt•rnard J. \lturray, S.J., c aplain of R:~ 
and Dr. Brian Brisc. *• SO"\ of the fo 
lord mayor of Dublin. 
These are but a few d the aetivitie> .o~ 
the I rbh Regis As:.Ocittion founded rcce~.~­
but looking back on r:1uch history of a 
10~ 
Catholic country and attempun« to put ·' 
few ideals to work in l Cathol~ college. 
Queen - Andrea Ruscio 
Education 
Summer School 
In Europe 
Four British and two Austria n sum mer 
•t·huob arc offet in g America n students tho 
o pportunity tn combine 1962 vacation travel 
abroad '~ ith si' weeks o f liberal a rts study 
ne't lu i~ and August. Applications fo r study 
at all ~ix summt•r sch ools a rc now being 
att·cpted by thr Institute of International 
E~ucation. 
Under th e B r itish U niversity Summl!r 
St·hool program, ~tudents can apply for study 
at one of four schooh , rach concentratin~ 
on a part icula r subject and p~riod . At 
Stratford-upon -Avon the subject "ill b~ 
Shakespeare and Elizabethan drama; at the 
U n iver-.ity o£ Lo ndon the course will be the 
'>tud y of Fngli\h literature, art and music of 
the 20th tcntuf}; at Chford the subject will 
b!• h btory, literature and the arts of 17th 
century England . The theme of the Edin-
burgh School wi ll be Brit ish history, philo;-
ophy and literature from 1688 to 1832. Al-
though the courses a rc designed for graduatr 
students, u nde rgraduates in their last two 
y<'a rs w iII be considered. 
T he Brithh Summer School fee, includ -
ing fu ll room, board, and tuition is $254. 
A few scholarships, covering part o r all of th~ 
ft•c but no t travel, a rc available. 
Both Austrian summer schools includ~ 
in the ir progra m s the opportunity to attend 
performances in Salzburg's famed music fest· 
ivai. The Salzburg Summer School, sponsored 
by the Austro-American Society, emphasizes 
German language study, but courses in art 
a nd music a nd on fo reign policy are taught 
in Engl bh. Also included, in addition t!' 
attendance at the music festival, are a va-
riety of conducted tours of Salzburg. The 
fee fo r the entire program is 245. Appli-
cants mu>t be between the ages of 18 and 40. 
and must have complete:! at least one year 
of college "ork. A fe w full scholarships ar!' 
avail abl~. 
The University of Vienna, offer ing sum-
mer course.> at its St. Wolfgang Campus near 
Salzburg, combines \ tudy with outdoor life 
at a mountain lake. Its a im is to enabl.• 
English-speaking students to become acquain-
ted "ith Austrian educational and social 
values. Cour.es be ing o££ercd include Ger· 
man language, law and political science, cdu-
l'ation, arts and hbtory. Students who have 
completed at lca~t two years of college ar.' 
eligibl~ to apply. The fee for the full six-
week pro gram, including registration, tu· 
ttion, maintenance, tour, and excursions, and 
aucndance at the Sa lzburg Festival is $33.), 
\lith an optiona l four-day trip ro Vienna 
co,t ing '\'35. A fe" scholarships covering par-
tial or full fees a rc available to six-week stu· 
dents. 
Applications for both the British and 
Austrian programs may be obtained from thl! 
Information and Counsel ing Division of the 
Institute of Internationa l Education at 1605 
Pennsylvania St., Denver 3, Colorado. Brit-
ish Summer School scholarship applications 
must be received be fore March I, 1962, and 
admission a pplications before March 31. 
Scholarsh ip applications fo r Austrian schools 
must be returned by Ma rch I, and adm is-
sion applications by May 1. 
EA-q u.bc.E ... 
CLUB & 
CAMPUS 
FASHIONS 
BY 0. E. SCHOEFFlER, ESQUIRE'S Fashion Director 
THE LOOK OF LEATHER 
The Shearling (fleecy) Look in suede leather outerwear i<~ !10t 
fashion news for cold weather campus wear. Warm shearling lin-
ings back up leather and spill over onto lapels as a smart collar 
trim. Suede leather and leather-knit combinations will also score 
heavily in all college conferences. Let's take a look at some of the 
individual cold weather styles: 
THIS% LENGTH COAT is "Cavalry" styled 
with a dashing double breasted front, slash 
pockets and six-leather -button f ront. It has 
lambs wool shearling both at the notch collar 
insets and throughout the lining. It's a smart 
coat f or casually-dressy town and campus 
wear. 
SHORT WAISTED WARMTH will be f ound 
in many fashionably insulated waist length 
suede jackets. Most of these shorter models 
have lambs wool shearl ing at the collar, lin-
ing, pocket and cuff trim. Yoke f ronts, large 
patch pockets and stitched edge trim will 
characterize this extremely popular style of 
campus outercoat. 
SUEDE LEATHER'S ABLAZE .. . the blazer as a spor t coat be-
comes increasingly fashionable with the appearance of a 3 button 
model in suede leather. It's correctly styled for undergraduate wear 
in the natural shoulder silhouette with center vent. Bolder individ-
ualists can enroll in the f ashion avante garde by checking the suede 
leather double breasted blazer with two sets of buttons. Suede 
leather blazer s will be seen in brown, natural tan, and olive shades. 
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Lectures 
Planned 
During their undl!rgraduatP years at 
Regis, many ~tudents have little o r only 
vague knowledge of the opportunities open 
to them upon graduation. Perhaps, all too 
often, a student begins h is major course of 
studic~. not kn011 ing exactly how the major 
hC' has cho~n will prepare him for his 
future career. Perhap~ too often again, as h <' 
nears graduation, he finds himself seeking 
a career for 11 hich h is stud ies h ave not 
adrquately prepared l1im. 
In v iew of thi~ the brothers of Alph a 
De lta Gamma, with the joint cooperation 
of the Hegi ~ Coll e~~:e Placemen t Scn·ice, have 
invited a ~ries of guest speakers, represent· 
ing various opportunity fields, to appear on 
campus during the Spring Semester. 
T he series will t'Ommence on Feb. IS :~t 
7:30 in the DeSmet II all lecture room. The 
first guest speaker will be the regional per-
sonnel director for the Federal Bureau of 
Invetigation. The subject of his talk will 
be, " Law and Law Enforcement Opportu· 
niti<'S for the Liberal Arts Graduate." 
The program will consist of a 15 min-
ttl<' introductory talk, followed by a mort' 
lengthy question and answer period <luring 
which students wi ll be encouraged to inquire 
on detail about poinls of interest to them. 
The series fo r the Spring semester is 
planned to include the following subjects: 
"Opportunities in the Sales Field for 
the L.A. Graduate" 
" MNchandise and M ana gement Careers 
for the L.A. Graduate" 
"T eaching Opportunit ies for the L.A. 
Graduate" 
"Careers in Government for the L.A. 
Graduate" 
"Careers in Advertising and Communi-
cation Media fo r the L.A. Graduate" 
The program is intended as a service 
to the student body; all are welcome to at-
tend. 
Teachers Miss 
Opportunities 
In the past few years we have seen the 
pendulum which dangles from the apex of 
education sweep from an emphasis upon th~ 
scientific disciplines to its present general 
emphasis upon the whole o f education. Yc• 
few writers of vocational manuals dwell upo:1 
"Or even encourage entrance into the teach-
ing profc~s ion. Conversely we o ften hear tht> 
clamor over the towering number of teachers 
needed in the near future if America's edu-
cational system is to progress. There arc, l 
feel, three principle facto rs con tributing to 
this appalling situation. FirSt, American col-
leges and univer~ities have been so involve:! 
in producing research scientists, pragmati,. 
mathematicians, and moon-sighted biologist, , 
that they have grossly neglected to encourage 
qualified students w ith teaching ability to 
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enter the field of education. Secondly we may 
cite the fact that a qualified teacher of sec-
ondary educa tion mu~t hare extcnsi1·c train-
ing in addition to his major college subject 
matte r which obv iou~ly demands more stud~ 
and work on the part of the student. I ncomt' 
t·omprio;c~ the third element afrccting the pro-
fessiona l educator, but b} no means is an 
imoluablc situation. 
Throughout the remainder of this artie!~ 
1 shall campus these three factors and deal 
with them on!} in relation to Regis Collegt• 
and its educat ional deparw- nt. 
T o begin , Regis docs JX ,css an adcquat<' 
and e'pandi ng education ·partment cap.t-
b le of training a younl( m for the profcs 
s ion in tht> state o f Color lo. Yet too fc11 
s;udents arr acquainted 11 it! ht> opportunitie; 
afforde:i by thi~ departme1 The separation 
of <,t·icnce and education acutely e\ ident 
on the Rcgi'> campus. In tl pa.st five }Care; 
there have been some 3(1. graduates \\ h•> 
possess teaching certificate~. ,!.') of 11 hom were 
<,t· iencc majo rs. 
To qualif) fo r the Col -,do State Teach 
er's Cert ificate, a college ' rdent must po>· 
sess c redit for no lc:.s thatr wenty hours i 1 
the field of education, five nr which must o. 
obtain<'Cl through student te, 1ing. T his !at· 
te r clement con<,ists of r 1<' l:andidate teach-
ing t\tO periods a day in ·m accredited high 
school for the duration f ten weeks. H i, 
teaching fa_ll_s under tht• di rect ~upervbion 
of a quahfred and c" 1 icnc<'Cl classroom 
teacher. Thu~, in a.dd itio. to preparing nor· 
mal academrc a!>Stgnmt•t s for his coliC)~~ 
coun,cs, the student tcaeht•r must outline and 
ndminiMcr detailed Jc,VJn plans structure 
student evaluation charts. a nd ;onform !O 
other duties \\ hich h is supervising teacher 
m~g~t. mn~idcr ncecssaT) c lements for hb 
rnlltauon mto the tca<-hing profeS!>ion. 
Therefore it is not uncommon to db-
cover high !>Chool sdencc and mathematic 
teachers \\ h~ _enrolled an extra semester or 
e1cn a_n addtuon~l year in fulfillment of h i~ 
c:J~cauonal r~Ulremcnts. Doubtlessly there 
ex~~ts a. pressmg need fo r these scientifi,. 
mrnds m the indu~trial Fields. Bu t ironi-
cally, we ~m to ad vocate a situa,tion in 
SKI SPECIALIST 
in Denver for 
23 years 
SKIS, BOOTS, 
SKI CLOTHES 
11 hkh thr futurt> dunand \I ill be 
acuwly felt dut• to o lack li qualifit-d 
t·ators for pro,SJX't·tire x-it•nti t~ 
Thr annual income rl the prOle a! 
<'Clueator faltrrs 11hen cOIIlp,trcil with the 
) rarl) 11 age. of the indu.,trral scitntill. 1 
e\rr, ft'l\ tcache~ h&\C btfn unable to \· 
t·omfortabl} within heir income. In di-
tton, thrrc month~ Of summer 13CA ion~· 
1·idr a teaehrr ample opoortunin for tn· crea~d \tud} and ron'><'Q t•nt ad~1nc m 
in the profc, lonal ftciJ edocation. 
Methods of 
Education 
On Rise 
The natiom <,eh hare undergone a 
trrmendous fare-lifting in the pa ... centul) 
and ne11 advancements are being made e~e• 
day in the "'arch for ne11 and better meth-
ods of edueation. At the pre-.ent time some 
of the-.c methods arc bein!( tt"ted and P~ 
in schoob such as the Chicago r..:ni1·ersi:y 
H igh School. Chkago Unh·er;it. High is 
a compact four-\tOI") Mructure and one of 
three units of a nursery-througn-grade 12 
labratorr <,ehool. T he collective purpo>e of 
it. three departments are: (1} !0 pro,dc 
the best pos\ible education [or the studcn: .; 
(2} to make n continuing contribution to 
the imprO\'I.'ment of imtruction through !'-
scart·h and cxpl.'rimentation \lith in the scho,l; 
and (3) to provide a resource center for tne unlver~ity\ graduate !.<·hool for teacher edu-
cat ion. 
The basic goal of the sd100l is to derelop 
a spirit of inquir) in the studen~- T~~> 
means that the \tudcnt must learn to tdennfy 
a problem and be ab • to define its dimen-
sions <,0 that through rescan:h he _ca~ ;'-'h-e 
it. It 11 as found that this t)pe of tndtl·tddl 
in itiati\e did not flourhh in the tradition.! 
claS!>room. For thb rea!I>O the q 1ooi's plan 
ncrs desigm>d a ~heme that pc<mit~ed ne\\" 
programs of instruction to be te,t..d m cia,,· 
rooms of rar} ing s ize. 
SWISS CHALET 
1344 Broadway KEystone 4-6632 
SKI AND ICE SKATE RENTAL 
Open Monday and Friday Evenings 
During Ski Season 
. To all intents the e'pcrimental suite 
Is a frame that cnclo<,es the equivalent uf 
sh. t raditional cla.,srooms of space. By meam 
of moveable wails and folding doors the spac~ 
can be dil·ided into a large variety of teach-
ing space<, from dao,.\rooms to auditorium-
like lecture facil ities. The floors of the ex-
perimental .,uitc arc carpeted throughout. The 
;ch ool's maimenanl'C men '><~Y that the car-
pets arc just a., <'aS) to maintain as hard 
su rfaces. Acou\l ical characteristics of the 
rooms are improved by the carpets, ~nd the 
improved acouM ics increased the effect of 
taped , telc\ ised, or filmed lessons. A side 
effect of the carpeted rooms has been that 
when students enter a classroom they quil't 
down thus reducing disciplinary problem~. 
The library of the school was planned 
a center for ;,tudy. The school has no study 
halls but instead requires each Mudent to 
sp~nd one period a day in the libra!). The 
library's fac ilities include 25,000 volumes on 
moveable tacks, a microfilm library contain-
in!{ film of the ew York Times for 50 years 
back, and turntables and earphones so that 
the students can liMen to recorded materials. 
The library la)'OUt emphasizes study rather 
than supervision. 
Other devices u\Cd in the school range 
from a 11cathcr station on top of the scienco' 
building to an amphitheatre which also 
serves as a dassroorn. All these are only 
part of a large scale e~perimcntal program 
being ~upcrviscd by American educators to 
make the American educational system the 
best possible. 
REVIEWS 
and 
ENTERTAINMENTS 
MOVIES 
TilE RO\IAN SPRING OF MRS. 
STONE, adaptE'd from Tennessee William>' 
only now), is another of the author's in-
Ycsti~ations into the manners and mores of 
the E''<clusi1c tult of individuals known as 
the "brautiful people." Thr "beautiful peo-
ple" arc an elite group of persons who, be-
cause they know how to use their consider-
able physical attributes, have been able to 
set their own Mandards and construct their 
011 n code of la\1. This group has in the 
pa.~t included Britk and Maggie the Cat of 
"Cat on a Ilot Tin Roof," and Chane!' 
Wayne and the Princess in "Sweet Bird of 
'\out h." The "Beautiful People" who are 
thP subj!'CtS of Mr. Williams investigation 
in "Thr Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone" are 
a beautiful but fading actress, Karen Stone, 
and a handsome, young Italian gigilo, Paolo. 
After nopping badly in an attempt to 
portray Rosalind in "As You Like It," Karen 
Stone decides that it's about time she had 
a rest, so she and her husband embark on 
an extended tour of Europe. On the plane 
trip over Karen's husband is suddenly 
stricken and dies of a heart attack. Shaken 
by her hu~band's death, the actress begins to 
drift, eventually taking up residence in Rome. 
Before long she falls in with the wealthy 
cafe society and the fortune hunting para-
sites that feed on the society. One of these 
parasites, a leacherous Contessa who trade.; 
on the loneliness of sex-starved matrons, in-
troduces Karen Stone to Paolo. At first, aware 
of the Contcssa's reputation, Mrs. Stone is 
suspicious of the young man. But shortly 
Paolo succeeds in gaining her confidence, 
she begins seeing him regularly, and before 
long she has fallen in love with him. Be-
cause Karen has been cautious not to giv<! 
Paolo any gifts of sizeable value, the Con-
tcssa thinks has has double-crossed her and 
she \CIS out to break up the affair to teach 
him a lesson. At a luncheon she singles 
out Mrs. Stone and begins filling her with 
all sorts of vulgar stories about Paolo's 
past. To the Contl">.'><l's surprise and discom-
fort, Karen accepts the Maries merely com-
mesting that Paolo is one of the beautiful 
people and they are allowed to make their 
own rules. The Contessa tells Mrs. Stone 
that she is beautiful too. Karen admits sh" 
was. And did )OU make your own rules. 
the Contcs.\a asks. Karen answers that sh<! 
did while she could. 
Soon after this luncheon, Karen begim 
to yield to Paolo\ wild stories about his 
need for money. After he has relieved her 
of a tidy sum, he drops her in favor of a 
more attractive and profitable opportunity 
which the Contessa has arranged. 
Driven to despair, Karen invites in :t 
shadowy, symbolic )Oung man who has been 
relentlessly hauntin!( her throughout the film, 
waiting for just this moment. When he 
enters her room. the film ends, but Wil-
liams has already vividly illustrated what 
can happen to these beautiful people. 
Vi\'ien Leigh masterfully executes th~ 
role of Karen Stonp 1\ith compelling preci-
sion and superb control. Warren Beatty, who 
left quite a bit to be desired in this por-
trayal of the super-se\e-.1 adolescent in "Splen-
dor in thE' Grass" mnrc than makes up for 
it 11 ith his splended delineation of Paolo. 
As the corrupt Contcs<w.1 who arranges the af-
fairs between Karen and Paolo, Lotte Lenya 
delivers the most striking portrayal in the 
film. She is at once sini~ter, charming, comic, 
and repulsive in manifesting the utter de-
cadence of the society she represents. Direc-
tor Jose Quintero who has been in charge 
of several of Williams' stage presentations, 
has asscmblrd one of the finest films of the 
year in his powerful interpretation of Wil · 
Iiams' work. - Ed Cunan. 
Welcome Regis Men 
BRIEFLY . 
Babes in T oyland features Annette and 
Tommy Sands as the most sickenignly sweet 
pair of young lovers to appear on the silver 
screen since Eddie Fbher and Debbie Rey-
nolds teamed to make Bundle of Joy. In spite 
of this and other obs1acles, notably: Ed 
W}nn, a horde of child actors, a talking 
goose named Sylvester, and Victor Her-
bert's ;core, Ray Bolger, as the villian (per· 
sonally I believe that the title villain is a 
misnomer since l have not as yet been able 
to ascertain what is villanous about at-
tempting to do away with Tommy Sands) 
succeeds in supplying the film with a few 
entertaining moments. 
The Errand Boy. Jerry Lewis heads the 
cast of this epic. If, in spite of this fact, 
you still want to !>CC the picture, nothing 
I could -say or do would change your mind. 
My.~terious Island is the latest in the 
seemingly endleo,.~ series of film adaptations 
of the works of Jules Verne. This one i\ 
about some Yankee soldiers who eS(.ape from 
a Southern prisoner-of-war camp one stormy 
night br hi-jacking a weather balloon. When 
the storm clouds finally lift and our hcro-~s 
are at la>t able to land, they find them-
selves trapped on a mysterious island in-
habited by gigantic biological and zoo· 
logical ;pccimcm and, of all people, the in-
famous Captain Nemo. Before much time 
passes, the men arc joined by two women, 
played hy Joan Greenwood and Beth Rogan, 
who have been conveniently cast ashore fol-
lowing the wreck of their ship. Upon her 
arrival, Mis.> Rogan commences to supply 
the love interest. Miss Greenwood doesn't 
'>upply anyth ing. Gary Merrill, Michael 
Craig, Michael Callan, and Herbert Lorn 
round out the cast. 
One! T wo! ThreE'! Take (I) James Cag-
ney a> the head of Coca-Cola's West Berlin 
bottling plant; (2) Pamela Tiffin as his 
boss\ daughter and Hor..t Buchholz as the 
Communist beatnik who elopes with her; 
and (3) Billy Wilder's and I. A. L. Dia-
mond's screwball screenplay plus Wilder\ 
fla11 less direction-mix the ingredients to · 
gether "ith abandon and you'll come up with 
the funniest comedy to come along in quit~ 
some time (with the possible exception o~ 
Wilder'; last comedy Some Like It Hot) . As 
an added attraction One/ Two! Three! intro-
duces in the part of Cagney's secretary Lilo 
Pulver, an attract ive blonde who, I pre-
dict, will be the most succes.~ful West Ger-
man export ;incc Volko:wagons. 
STATE CLEANERS 
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Pocketful of Miracles manages to be 
one of the most consistently entertaining 
films of the year, the main reason being a 
superior ~upport ing cast (Pete Falk, Mickey 
Shaughnessy, Edward Everett Horton, and 
Sheldon Leonard), the likes of which hasn't 
been assembled in quite some time. Bette 
Davis, Glenn Ford and Hope Lange, in the 
three major roles, are grossly m iscast tr> 
begin with, and under Frank Capra's rather 
heavy-handed direction, they don't fare too 
well. Miss Davis cast as the sweet, old. 
gin-guzzling pan-handler, Apple Annie, i• 
much more at home in roles which don 't 
require her to be lovable. A bootlegger 
~~~ cute and coy as G lenn Ford interprets 
"The Dude" to be wouldn't have lasted si' 
'~ceks. Perhap-; thr kinde~t thing that can 
be said for Miss La 1ge\ performance is that 
it "as negligible. 
Thl' Second Tim<' Around offers 
Debbie Reynolds as the first lady sheriff of 
Arizona territory-a yuong, J(un totin' widow 
who sets out to cleame Charleyville, Ari-
zona of sin and corruption so's to makr it 
a fittin' place fer rearin' her two young'ins. 
She eventually succeed~; but n ot until she\ 
( I) wallowe:i in mud, (2) panned for gold. 
( 3) ridden a hog backwards, (4) pitched 
ha). (5) wrasslcd with a calf, (6) mothered 
a pair of ducklings who were orphaned by 
a hungry coyote, (I) caused the biggest brawl 
that ever hit the Charleyville ice cream 
parlor, (8) broken several umbrellas, (9) 
helped Arizona gain statehood, (10) declined 
a proposal of marriage from Andy Griffith, 
(11) liberated the Mexican population, ( 12) 
arrcste:i her true love for operanng a saloon 
and casino, (13) emancipated the women 
of Charleyville (among them Thelma Rit-
ter who, I imagine, could hardly wait), (I-I' 
captured the most dangerous band of out-
laws in the history of Arizona by m ixing 
them tabasco cocktails and choking them 
into ~ubmis.<ion, and ( IS) put the state of 
Arizona in such fi ne order th at Barry Gold-
water has time to sit around and invent 
things like "Ant Pants." A role such as 
this m ight have conceivably been carried off 
by a comedienne of, say, Lucille Balls' caliber. 
Unfortunately, Miss Reynolds lacks both 
Lucy's talent and her polish, making the 
dish of raw, ungarnished ham she attempts 
to serve up impossible to swallow. - J im 
Curtan. 
At The Art Houses 
Out of their generosi ty a nd concern, 
and , perhaps, with a sly smile of fore-
knowledge, the Vogue Theatre makes 
available to its pa trons a review-like 
explanation of the ir attraction, L'-
Au ventura. 
In this director-writer Antonioni 
states: " I wanted to show that senti -
ments whi::h convention and rhetoric 
have encouraged us to regard as having 
a kind of definite weight and absolute 
duration can in fact be fragile, vul-
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nerable, subject to change." This theme 
is, however, not adequately stated with-
in the picture. H ad this statement, in 
some way, been integrated into the 
work itself and not s tated of the work, 
this adventure would suddenly be un-
derstandable by itself and in itself ·-
not as h aving been explained later by 
the ar tist. This would seem to be a 
definite deficiency in the "unity" or 
comple teness of the wo k. The wor'it 
flaw is, then, that this \ o rk is too per-
fectly consistent with it. philosophy. I t 
is nearly impossible fo the viewer to 
bring this work into the logic of under-
standin~; it can only 1 • experienced. 
L' Avuentura is pur absurdity in 
the mos . philosophies· sense of the 
v. ord. It is a bsurd to tl ' extent that it 
is tota lly divorced fr01 1 the usual con-
cept of reality. I t is a '>rt of fan tasy of 
shades and sh adows on 'l craig-covcr"d 
cloud. 
There arc no people in the adven-
ture, only images of p u re subjectivity, 
seemingly moving tht rnsclves (possibly 
even freely, but not kc ly). They a rc 
formless wisps driftin here and thcr~. 
back and forth , ovct ,nd over. In th is 
rcsp::ct, the acti ng i not outstanding. 
I t is, rather, irrclcvat (It is difficult to 
express with commor concrete termin-
ology the high degrt,• of absurdity ex-
pressed in the work. O n this point, one 
must agree with C amus that the only 
possible expression o f the absurd phil-
osophy is by mea ns of the artistic 
medium.) No act ing is needed, as it 
we ·e, only activity as the basic phil-
osoph y is tha t the only reality is motion. 
This is expressed so completely and per-
fectly that one fails to perceive anything 
outside the motion that permeates the 
work. (This i.s not quite an adequate 
term as nothtng permeates this work 
except existence in the Sartrian sense of 
the word.) It is left to the viewer to 
bat out his bra ins over a cup of coffee 
trying to somehow grasp this abstrac-
tion. 
The motion of L' A uventura con-
sists in Anna, Sandro's lover eithe r becomin~ lost or losing her~elf ( it 
matters ltttle which; most likely h ow-
ever, it was the latter) on an 'island. 
Sandro and C laudia, Anna's closest 
friend, continue to search for h er even 
after a!l others h ave abandoned it. 
They fmally find, not Anna but the 
fear of finding her. This fea r i; based on 
a new relationship which has deve loped 
between the two searchers. Sandro now 
" loves" Claudia, but soon this too 11 
change, just as the pm·ious affair u4a. 
The result is, " . . . not moral n-
archy. They come, at the most, tr a 
ki nd of shared pity." 
The subjectivity of the show, that 
is, the motion-as-subjective, consists in 
the relation of this motion onh to the 
minds, or, rather. the entire bei~g, only 
the "movers." Objectively, all is mean-
ingless and relathe. The only "tru.h'' 
is the now-existing moment, the mo•ion 
onward that is nerer satiated. 
The absurdity consists in a kind of 
non-logic (an abscn:c of logic as dis-
tinct from a denial of logic). Pe:haps 
never before has the existential concept 
of absurdi,y been o extremely and 
adeq uately stated. Hell is, most def-
initely, other people. The characters 
arc content to seck a reprieve from 
them. "I want to be alone." Anna 
states and this is later echoed by Sandro 
and Claudia. But they arc alone. 
L' Auuentura is definitely pro-
found. But it is only a profound \ision 
in to shallowness. a submergence into 
this shallow world to the e,tent th:lt 
one is lost in it. The result is fantastic, 
to say the least. 
_ Joe Tarabino 
BOOKS 
REYOL T 0 THE CA~IPUS - J!ltl ;l 
M. Stanley Evans, Regnery Publife~'· s;,;~· 
Ten years after hi> fello\\ 'a e-rte, d 
liam Buckley, expiodt'\1. the .Amcnc~d a~;or. 
cmy in to cantrovcr~' "nh hrs God 
• E . presents an a c-
at Yale, M. Stanton .vans h' h 
rount of the cono;ervative mo,·· ment " .tc 
SC'i of the ~auo•l 
b sweeping the coli~~ campu : ipal 
and of which Buckle~ ~ one of the prux: 
leaders. G td d Man 
Since the appearance of ' IV! ' b 
h h b 
, ,.0Jumes wrrtten , t e re ave een man) ·n 
a nd about canscrvatilm; mo>t of these 
111 
undoubtedly influence the advancement ;~ 
. . f , h se' 10 a greater deterrorauon o t e cau. E ns, ho". 
tent than Revolt on the Campus. .va . 
ever has made a definirt cantributron to C(lh not_ 
• II' f the groWl 
servative literature b) te rng 0 . ·u· 
· • nd therr ollan1 
'campus conservauves a 1 .. hiclt 
. - g the batt es ~ 
uons and by ret'llunun g!d 
these young men and ~~:en :~~~~ ~n~~ud• 
in over the past detadc, eM! a inst the 
the one current ly being waged aga iatior 
liberal- infested N~tional Stute7t ~ Amer· 
(NSA) wh ich clarrns to ~pea. or 1 jnls tho ican college student "hen 11 proc a 
. . reform " or op-
rule of Castro a "unrver>IIY , • ()ef n5!' 
poses the loyah)· oath in the Natrona! e · . ssed b E1·ans r> 
Education Act. Also drscu ~ ders ar~ 
the situation in which campus ea . ol h to the cha$Y111 
attempting to form, muc . , A.met 
the majority of their prolc<>sors, \oun~ 
ican~ for Frredom or Intercollegiate Society 
of Individuali<.t group.~ on their respzctivl' 
campuses. 
While thl' book i ~ not, as I have already 
implied, of the philosophical nature of • 
Liberty or Equality (Erik von Kuehnelt-Le:l-
dihn) or a Th n Consl'ruative Mind (Ru=II 
Kirk), it docs prnvidc some penetrating in-
~ights into the tauses of the revitalization 
of political thinking on the campus. Of all 
modem ron..ervativc authors, Evans is among 
the best \uited to perform this type o£ studj. 
At 27 he is probably the "youngest metro-
pol itan editor (Indianapolis News) in the 
United State~." (Timr). Because of his youth 
and his undergraduate involvement (Class 
of '55, Magna Cum Laude) with Yale's Cal-
liopean Society and the Intercollegiate Society 
of ln:lividualbts, Evans' information is first-
hand an'l reliable. 
A~ an example we might examine hi.; 
t·hapter on the "Intellectuals" in which h ~ 
not only citcs the work being done by col-
lege conscnati\es across the country but also 
quotes them at length on the basic politi-
l'al premises and doctrines they hold. Thus, 
bv carcfu ll} differentiating between th~ 
'~la\Sical' liberal and the 'Burkean' conserva-
ti\ e he shows wh> their ideas, '"hich arl' 
based on a "higher order of things" and the 
natural law, arc truly conservative rath!'r 
than the traditional liberal approach which 
consists in a rC'vcrence for economics, and 
just irication for freroom, o'1 the grounds that 
it produces material benefits. 
I !c further delves into the workings of 
the campus 11 hen he asb "Who rules th' 
Academy". By providing the reader '' ith in· 
disputable evidence he '•:In arrive at onl~ 
one conclusion : "It (the conformity which 
prevails on American campuses) is 'permb-
sive', anti-rdigio~l\ a nd relativist in the 
realm of ethics; statbt in the realm of pol-
itics; anti-anti-Communi'>! in the crisis 11 hich 
!(rips our age. In a word it is Liberal." 
H o11e1·er E1·ans does not ask for a com-
plete about-facC' on the part of the academy: 
"Through real 'academic freedom', with all 
alternative~; aired and examined, we rna} 
rc~tore the American university to its proper 
role in the training of the intellect and tho 
finer discipline of the spirit."- E:l Feulner. 
TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD, by Harper 
Lee, S3.95. Publi\hers J. B. Lippincou Com-
pany, 1960. 
For people 11 ho complain bitterly about 
the clap-trap and trash they cla im per-
vades and p~rv~t s the Twentieth Century 
literary world, To Kill a Mockingbird comes 
a~ a major exception. For modems who 
would willingly crown a Faulkner, Wolfe, 
or William~ literary kings, this book will 
emerge as a refreshing surprise. 
This fast-moving novel both amusingly 
and profoundly depicts life in the South 
11ithout making the usual rounds of mental 
or material 11 horehousc<:. Its sett ing is May· 
comb, Alabama, during the Depression. But 
its principal participant, eight year old Scout, 
along with her brother, Jem, and her 
\Weetheart, Dill, rarely permit the Depres-
sion to enter into their childhood world of 
COPYRIGHT@ 1061. THE COCA· COLA COMPANY COCA·COLA AN D COK[ ARt. PEOISHR£0 TRADEMARKS 
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outdoor theaters; tree·top houses, or singing 
mockingbirds. Scout views the strange and 
baffling world of hypocritical Maycomb 
adults from behind the delicate protection 
of her own miniature childhood world. She 
learns early from her compassionate father, 
Auicus, that "it's a sin to kill a mocking-
bird," because their songs bring happiness 
to people. 
When Atticus, who is alawyer, must 
defend a Negro in court, Scout and }em 
arc suddenly wrenched from a world where 
songbirds are sacred, to a world where peo-
ple, individually and in mobs, destroy their 
own mockingbirds of life. Baffled by the 
confusing behavior of townfolks like Boo 
Radley who hasn't ventured from his house 
for twenty years, to rancorous old Mrs. Du-
bose, who condemns their father a "nigger-
lover," Scout decides that to probe further 
into human nature would be a scnseles> 
undertaking. But she ends by informing her 
brother, "Naw, Jem, I think there's just one 
kind of folks. Folks." 
To Kill a Mockingbird has a touch of 
everything from deep compassion, to mys-
tery, to bitter race hate. Reading Miss Lee'> 
book is a refreshing regression into the fast-
moving and occasionally tearful world of 
ch ildhood. - Michael L. Whaley. 
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Men, Blood and Revolution 
W ILDERNESS. A TALE OF THE CIVI l. 
W AR, By Robert Penn Warren. Random 
I louse. New York 16, $4.95. 
"And he gathered them together into 
a place called in the Hebrew tongue 
Armageddon." Revelation 16:16. 
being tried in the crucible of life as is gold 
in a fiery furnace. The novel is unique be-
cause it progresses with the philosophical 
insigh t of the characters and not in thetr 
actions. jedeen H awksworth and Moses Tal-
butt al so contribute their speculations upon 
the drama being staged before them. 
The Wilderness dramatizes the battle oi 
men's souls to find the meaning of l ife. Th" 
theme is the quest by the hero, Adam Rosenz-
weig, for the meaning of freedom . He rep-
resents all men in the search for truth. Adam 
finds h is moment of truth in the Armageddon 
of the Battle of the W ilderness in the war 
that was to make men free. 
Adam, a Bavvarian Jew, is launched 
upon h is endeavor by the stark re\·elation 
that his father, after fighting for freedom 
in the Berlin uprisings of 1848, repudiated 
the ideals which had so fi red the imagina-
tion and will of his son. T he flame of valor 
wa'> kindled in Adam at the same instant 11 
was snuffed out in his father's soul. 
Adam joins a group of volunteers for thP 
Union forces and arrives in New York an 
july, 1863, shortly after the carnage at Getty:>-
burg. Later, he is introduced to what it 
means to fight for freedom by an embalmer 
and grave d igger working on the rearrange-
ment of the bodies which h allowed that fiehl 
of blood. Adam is rejected fo r military serv-
ice because he has a dub foot. Through ar-
rangPmC'nts made by a rich friend of his 
fRthcr, Aaron Blaustein, he accompanies th~ 
Union Army as a sutler. Sutlers with the 
L'nion troops were the counterpart of the 
modern Post Exchanges. Associated with 
Adam in this venture "ere Moses Talbutt, 
a egro servant. and ]edeen Hawks"orth 
"ho was licensed as a merchant to Meade'~ 
forces in Virginia. 
Adam had left the wilderness of con-
fu \ion in the ghostlike room where his father 
died to find a ne'' \\ ilderness in Virginia 
in the winter of 1863. Here, the \\inter 
months "ere spent waiting for Armagc:ldoll, 
the final decisive encounter between the 
forces of good and evil. Adam waited for 
hi\ moment of truth as his anvestors were 
forced to tarry for forty years before seC'inl( 
thC' Promised Land. 
During this long watch Adam meditates 
upon the meaning of birth, l ife, death, 
cowardice, guilt, respon~ibility and truth. 
There is much significance in the names of 
the characters. Adam, in Hebrew, meam 
man. The wilderness represents the wilder-
ness or turmoil in men's minds in their quest 
fo1 truth. The people of Moses Talbun 
arc in bondage as were Adam's people il; 
Egypt. T albutt, earlier in the story, ha~ 
saved Adam from a watery death as th • 
Biblical Moses saved the Israelites from 
drowning in the Red Sea. ]edeen Ha\\ k,. 
worth is appropriate for a hawker of mer-
chand ise and Aaron Blaustein suggests th.• 
ostentatiousness of the rich. 
Mr. Warren vividly describes Adam's 
thoughts and meditat ions. He is all men 
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The performance reaches 1ts climax "ith 
the dawn on May 4, 1864. The forces of 
Armageddon represented by the armies of 
Grant, Meade, and Lee an poised on op-
posite banks of the Rapid a1 River to begm 
the Battle of the Wilderne· 
The long, tedious perio of inactivity b 
over. Like a waking lion I ' ing its mus-
cles, Meade's Army of th Potomac stir~ 
from its wmter quarters am ~tarts to march 
south across the Rapidan. cross the river 
the lion of cou rage meet~ he dragon, th • 
symbol of sin and death '1 Hebrew liter-
ature. Adam faces his indind t l Annageddon 
that all men mu>t face. • has reached 
the end of his search f0 t>e meaning of 
freedom. 
A~ founder and cdiH >f The Southern 
Review, Mr. W arren ac> cd a n extensive 
knowledge of philosophic· lltitudes towards 
the war to make men frc fhis novel fus~~ 
the ~arch of a ll men J freedom of soul 
with thC' events of that •rtal conflict. Mr. 
Warren studied at Oxfc U niversity as a 
Rhode~ Scholar and h a ,,·on the Pulitzer 
Prit.e twite for his li tc1 y works. All the 
King's Men, published if' 1946, and Prom-
isC's: Po!'ms 1954 to 1951 were ,\inners of 
the covewd award. - I Ta old P. Hormel. 
T H E SPANISH CIVIl WAR, by Hu~h 
Thomas, 6.50. 
I n rrcent months this book has b en q~ite high o~ the list. of best selling b~k .. 
V.. hen a s_tudent of htstol"} notices thb. h" 
generally ftgurC's ~hat it must be anoth~r one" 
of the popular h tstOT} pulp products _ c g 
thC' Bruce . Cau~n. M}l<'. But Hugh Thom·a~: 
7 he Span1sh C:1vll War is something quite 
out of the ordmary. After reading it, i t !.; 
clc~r to see that Thomas will be<.'Ome thC' 
mam source of reference for both historia n, 
and students. 
At the time, the War was a fl . 
. . I" A '· ammg J~<,ue ~~d po ~tcl"b mcrcian circles ; e1.pecialh :h c WI -e~e . I Bcrab of the 1930's sought 
h e ~ausc . 1~ tt. ~t the modem generation 
a~ kol st s1g thohf thts tonfl ict because it ,, a~ 
qu1c y overs adoweJ by an ev 
con flict, World War II. lfugh Then greahter 
"ed · 1 omas a' 
tn to wrhllc a c_
1
c
1
ar, factual, and d ocumentl'l1 
account t at WI provide a co h . 
. f h . . mpre cnstv. 
vhte"d o t e phart~c•pan ts on both sides. Bul 
e o~ not esttatc to give th d . 
. . f e rea er ht-; 
opmton o. controversial matte h f I · · rs w en he cc s ~~ ., ;s ncc;essary .As you read the book 
you W I nou ce tha t the auth d • 
reduce the issue to black an d w~;te. ocs not 
T he author emphasizes that the 
est tragedy for th e Spanish peo 1 great-
weakness of the Republican go P e was the vernmen t. Its 
leaders posscs.'>l.od neith~r political sense " 
common sen!>t!. By fo<.1ering rlas, hatred the 
governmrnt could fight but not govern, a> 
h seen in the otrocitie:. of the anarchists in 
Catalonia. But Mr. 'f\10miti does not fofl'l'l 
the comparable brutality nad ruthlessness of 
the aitonali'>ts rither. He views Fn: .co 
"ith a di\taste that should not make him 
praticulral} \\Cbme in Madrid. He sees :he 
G~neral as the man who united the \'a-
tionalists. 
The disunity of the Republi('jl\S r U5 
Fascist aid rC\Ulted in a l\atinoalist victory, 
Thomas claim,. He evaluates the value of 
German-ltalian int<'rference in a tho~t­
provoking way. In his opinion, Gennany and 
I taly received very little for their investment 
in money and lives. On the other hand. the 
Soviets, even though th }' supported thE 
loosing side, managed to ~ct more tl:an thei 
mone}· 's \\Orth. 
In conclusion, 1 think thb be k poled 
two questions whcih migh tbe intere.ting to 
think over for our ~on times. The first is 
to not icc the parallel rour.es of the Lea~ ' 
of Natiom "hen it lost its foundation m 
international Ia\\ and the similar happen~ 
of the United ation. The o;rrond is to 
notit:c hm' many historians \\C h e in tht 
l nited State~ "hrn ~ many et. ies or • 
pure I} historical book \\ere ..old to the g 'II· 
era! publk! - Richard O~tburg. 
T ilE COMI G l·l RY - b> Bruce Catto~: 
Doublcda} & Co., 1961. 7.50. 
The author of this fi~t volume of tlc CC'nt~nnial I ll storv o£ the Ci"il War hal 
l;cen sneering!} ~alltd a "popularizer" _b 
tho\C scholar\ "ho imist • n interrupt~ 
their books "ith meaningles· footnotes 
b(· ~ure, a gr1·at deal of -..holar Y _re:.e_arrh ~ 
gone into thl' book, thank\ chte0} to .. 
diligent work of E. B. Long of Chkago. \\nt· 
ten in the author\ u;ual nar< tive ,:,~ 
"hkh ~ivb a rea-.onablj accurat and '2 
I f h 
... ,.,em 
3 b C aCl'OUnt 0 t (' umc<-, . .. ~ 
Fur}" is perhaps his best effon smct • 
Stillnl"' at Appotoma,." 
\ l r. Catton has litrrallj immtr:>e:l ::· 
self in the \ubjcct of the Ci,il \\ar a b 
orientated tO\\ :ml the \..Inion side. IV he ~~ 
·h he I ' 
to make up "ith enthu,Jasm '' 1 I!J t 
in perspective. After hadng written at ' 
eight boob on this country's classt' strug. e, 
one would. haw thought that he had P~t, 
"ell covrred all rxistin' \'tcwpomts. 
· present 1 
book g ives him an opportumty to 
deta iled dc-.cripuon of thr nation 1 •. or ~ 
tiona! con\'Cntiom of is60 and ' eJr 
table 'drift tO\\ ard open di,scntio 
' :ealh in· 
And )Ct thC' c;onfh<t wam t · th" 
c,·itable and Strph · D >Uglas had ..een " 
' "ll"ng to f'l· 
as clearly as an)one lie "a> " 1• 1 ht 
plain it to anyone ho wOllld hsten. a: 
_, · the terrnor· 
had at Freeport, that ,.awry 111 . nt 
ies just couldn't exh without the co~m­
? f the !?Cal inhabitant'- Since the 0''~"~eed. a 
mg mnJorit) of Northerner (and. 1~ the 
grcal many Southerner..) were oppo;e :t over 
" peculiar institution," wh) \heel blootiOO 0( 
something that wa-; doomed to exunc 
it\ o" n accord? 
Amon~t tho!>e lbtening was William L SPORTS 
Vance) of Georgia, and the Prince of the 
Fire-Eaters didn't like what he heard. Speak-
ing at the fateful Democratic wnvemion of 
1860, Yancey addre~o;ed him<;elf directly to 
the Dou~tlas Democrat~ or the Northwest and Rangers Spt.·t 
aired his already well-ventilated grie,•ances. 
"Revie'~ inp; the tall.' of the Democracy'~ de-
feats in the orthern ~tat~ on the slaven· i"-~Ue, he a~.'>!.'rted that the~ came becauS' w·.th D u Lose 
Northern D£mocrats tried to adjust them- • •t 
sdves to anti-~la,ery ~entiments. That 
could not be done, and there was not one R d T 
ground for th(' Democracy to tak!.'-that On oa rip 
slavery was right." 
Catton seems to think that a war couiJ 
have been a\erted if the Buchanan admin-
istration had taken an official hands-off 
policy toward slavery. But "the drift of the 
times was agaimt it. The desperate intrans;-
gence of Southern leaders carried an am.iety 
that their cause might be doomed no matter 
,, hat anyone said." The f,tnatics on both 
,ides just wouldn't let the iS!>ue drop, and 
they forc!.':i the South to take a stand from 
which they could not \\ ithdraw. IF nothing 
elSE', there would at least be a decision one 
way or anoth!.'r, and the consequences 
bothered the abolitionists not in the slight-
est. 
After the hostilities began, fe" North-
erners looked upon the war as a great cru-
sade to liberate the oppressed Negroes of the 
South. Like Lincoln they fought to preserve 
the Union and prevent the spread of slavery. 
Lincoln himself, of course, at one time pro-
poSE'd that the slaves be deported to Central 
America. The abolitioniMs were for the com-
plete e:>.tinction of slavery and if that 
meant disu nion then "let the erring sisters 
depart." 
After rcvie'' ing the dickering over Fort 
Sumter and the struggle for the allegiant" 
of the border states, Catton comments on th!' 
moving of the C'..onfederate capital from 
Montgomery to Richmond. Virginia was the 
richest state in the Confederacy, and it de-
served the capital if for no other reason than 
symbolism. As a result the importance of the 
Western theater, and especially the Miss:ssip-
pi Valley, "as greatly diminished in the 
government's eyes. 
The Regis Ranger~ and Denver Uni-
' ersity Pioneers ~tart~d the 1961-62 basket-
ball campaign \dth their annual cross-tO\\ :1 
ri\·alry De<:cmbcr I and 2. The home court 
advantage seemed to be the determiniM 
factor again this \Car a> the Rangers opened 
with a 62-60 ''in at the Regis Ficldho:.tsc. 
Then the Rangers tran•lcd across the valley 
for a 74-61 lashmg defeat at the hands of 
an inspired Dl dub. Both games lacked 
the fine!.'><' of S<'a~oned teams, but hustle and 
dewrmination madr the contests interesting. 
The doory and the defeat can he 
seen easily when the statistics were reviewed. 
The Rangers not only out shot the Pioneers 
but outreboundcd them by thirteen in the 
opener. How<'ver, a reversal o f the statistics 
Bsn W esley starts his drive. 
' Elbow' J ones jumps for two 
prevailed the following night when DU 
hit the better percentage and cleared tweh-;! 
more rebounds than the Rangers. 
The Rangers had a good balanced scor-
ing attack with Sherman getting IS and I I, 
Jones 14 and 17, Stout 14 and 13, and 
Wesley with 10 and 11. However, the 
Rangers were unable to ice the first game 
until Gary Demarlie came off the bench 
and promptly t·anned two free th rows which 
proved to be the deciding margin. 
The Rangers took th~ir wares back to 
the basketball country of the nation an:! 
found themselves looking up most of the timt'. 
Dayyton led by All-American Garry Rog· 
gcnburk 6'-6", also Marted two 6-IOer's and 
a couple of -2 guards. In Dayton Regis 
started off in a very wid fashion and wer~ 
down 31-14 at half time. Sparked by Gary 
D~ MarJie the lead was cut to 33-23, but 
the spark faded as did the Rangers to 61-
45 defeat. 
Detroit was led bv everyone's all-
American Dave DeBussche're. 
Detroit portrayed the same picture of 
a cold first half-early .<;econd ha lf spark-
and a 82-50 defeat. Again it was the shoot-
ing of DeMarlic that kept the Rangers in 
the game. 
One of the highlights of the trip was 
the fact that Dayton, a team that was aver-
aging 80 points a game, was held to a mere 
62 by the Ranger defenSE'. Again, the oJr.l 
proverb came true - "the only way you win 
is to score more points than the opponents." 
LOWELL BARBER SHOP 
But enough of politics, for there is a 
whole war to tell about and Catton ente.-; 
his clement '' ith the fi rst major battle of 
the "rebellion." The fight for Manassa, 
junction ended with a rout of Federal troop,, 
but it al\0 sobered Northerners and merely 
strengthened their determination to continue 
the struggle to the bitter end. There is an 
exceptionally gooJ map of the battle, '' hich, 
incidentally, gave Thomas J. Jackson hi-> 
more famous name of "Stonewall." Also of 
interest is the fact that Catton dispels the 
theory that the South could have won the 
war at Manassas had the retreating Federals 
been closely pursued. Even with the bene-
Cit of hindsight it's hard to tell whether 
Beauregard rould have taken Washington. 
His army, though victorious, was too dis-
organized and "the Potomac was too wide." 
- John Madden. 
" Whe re two barbers wait to serve you 
and you only walk a block for a good haircut." 
49TH AND LOWELL 
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A+ For: 
Gary DeMarlie 
Thus far this baske:ball season, the only bright picture 
has been turned in by the smallest playe: on the team -
Gary DeMarlie. Time after time, he has dazzled the fans 
with his shooting accuracy. Perhaps, the highlight of his 
career came when he hit eight for eight from the field 
against Dayton University which averages over 6'4" per 
man. Following this feat, he led the Ranger attack against 
Detroit with seventeen points. 
After the holidays were over, he wasn't satisfied with 
his performance and promptly went out against St. 
Michael's and hits for another 20 points. His accuracy from 
the field is astonishing, considering the fact that he has 
been playing against fellows who arc up for All-American 
awards. This has not stopped the high-spirited guard as 
he is presently hitting those field goals at a fifty percent 
clip. 
All in a ll, this column gives its A+ for the month to 
Gary DeMarlie, the Ace of the Ranger basketball team. 
Speed, determination, and accuracy con5tantly 
mark the play of Gary DeMarlie. 
BILLS 
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U. N. Con-Travesty 
(Conlinuea from Page 5) 
lese jungle after the Belgian exit, yet neither willing to con-
cede the territory to the o ther , the U. N. was again called 
upon. At other times, as in Korea, when the U. S. con-
sidered its interest to be greatly at stake, the U. N. police 
action was used as a euphonius but none-too-subtle pre-
text for a total American war against the North Koreans. 
However, the United Nations is more notorious for 
what it has not done or would not do when, according to 
its often expressed conscience, its action has been o r would 
be clearly demanded. Knowing it would face a mighty ad-
versary in Hungary, the U. N.'s only activity was an al-
most whimpered cry of " H orrors, how ghastly!" Had we, 
or should we, successfully invade Cuba, the U. N. wou!d 
not da ·e to pit its trifling forces against us. Nor would it 
whimper. The "imperialist agressions of the American war-
mongers" would be trumpeted to the h eavens and for the 
same reason that India's invasion of Goa h as been blithely 
ignored and Sukarno's promised militarist pretentions in 
West Guinea will probably be ignored. The reason? 
Neutrals Committed 
To Double Standard 
The nations who hold the balance of voting power in 
the General Assembly, the uncommitted ones, the neutrals, 
have shown themselves to be distressingly committed to 1 
double standard with regard colonialism or imperialism. 
They stand in reverential awe before the faces of the 
Russian and Chinese giants while Krushchev and his mad 
Asian consort enslave new masses in the name of libera-
tion. In fact I ndia docs not even choose to call the occupa-
tion of 12,000 square miles of its own territory by Chinese 
forces, imperialism. This, I suppose, is just a li ttle misunder-
standing. And f urthcr, in their attempt to establish them-
selves as Asian and African Caesars (Nehru, Suka:no, 
Nkrumah) they sec nothing imperialistic about their own 
aggressive designs or in trigues. For these ama teur diplo-
mats the only crucial world issue is European colonialism. 
This they irrationally fight with the Afro-Asian battle cry 
~f "freedom" on their lips, cutting off the hand that h as been 
feeding them and spitting in the mouth that has been ed-
ucating and cirilizing them for, in some cases, as much as 
five centuries. What has occured in Czechoslovakia, East 
Germany, Yugoslavia, Poland, and Hungary eviden tly is 
not conside:cd colonia l or imperial. Communist tyranny, 
oppression, and exploitation- to use some of the neutral-
ist cliches- perhaps because it is imposed in the name of 
Marxist liberation for Marxist workers (who don't exist), 
the action seems at least tolerable. The non-aligned nations 
find energ} to screech over alleged Portuguese atrocities 
in Angola yet fail to see that Portugal, even granting the 
allegation, has a long way to go to equal Soviet abuses and 
general disregard for humanity. 
Another reason that the United N ations has not been, 
is not now, and will not be successful in maintaining intet-
national peace is that its member nations, from the large 
and important to the small and insignificant, snub it when-
ever one of them considers, in a particular situation that 
U. N. interests and its own arc not consonant. France in 
Algeria has not broached the slightest degree of interference 
by the U. N., not even so much as a debate in the General 
Assembly. England, deeply dependant on Suez, did not con-
sult the U. N . before its invasion of Egypt. Nehru, the 
world's conscience and spli t-tongued peace-maker, seeing 
that Goa was defenseless, d idn't resort to his oft-urged 
negotiations, either in or out of the U. N ., to settle his 
little problem with Portugal. The United States wasn't 
concerned with the U. N. when in 1958 the Lebanese 
government requested direct American intervention in their 
nascent revolution. Last year the U. S. sponsored an in-
vasion of Cuba [ Being one of the few nations so self-
conscious that it's obsession with world opinion approaches 
national neurosis, the affair was badly bungled.] without 
consulting the collective advice of DeGaulle, Krushchev, 
Nehru, Sukarno, Balcwa, and the recently sainted Dag 
H ammersjold. South Africa almost pretends that there is 
no U. N. as it continues its outrageous apartheid policy. 
Clearly each nation docs pretty much what it wants to, 
the U. N. notwithstanding. Similarly in matters of finance, 
most of the U. N. membership ei ther cannot pay their share 
of the opera tiona! cos· s or ch aractcris tic ally ref usc to pay 
for an operation they find d istasteful. Without money it 
will be difficult, to say the very least, for the U. N. to 
mai ntain its sublime and costly presence in the Congo. 
It has been argued, with about as much effectiveness 
as the metaphor used in the argument, that because the 
U. N. is now ailing, suffering from a grave illness, if you 
will, this fact does not call for cynicism and the consequent 
declarations that the structure must die before dawn. Rath-
er, so the argument goes, the "cynics" should strive to sug-
gest cures to reconstitute it in its health, the implication 
being, of course, that so vital a body for world peace cannot 
be allowed to expire without the use of every conceivable 
diplomatic medication. 
U. N . Writhing 
In Death-Throes 
T o counter, this sickness-supposition violates all the 
evidence. This evidence indi:ates tha t the U. N. is not 
merely suffering from a grave though temporary illness, 
rather that it is now writh ing in the death-throes of the 
several diseases and defects it was born with or developed 
as it grew up : first and most fata l, Soviet intransigence and 
obstruction; second, the crippling self-interest of all its 
members; third, the consumptive hack of its lying, propa-
gandizing orators; fourth, the sucking of its own blood 
as it daily belies the ideals from which it received its ex-
istence. If the leprous thing should collapse tomorrow, 
future historians will probably observe that the inevitable 
death of a body born in its dotage occurred in January ·:Jf 
1962. 
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U.N. Pro-Potent Factor 
(Continued from Page 5) 
the soft step. The diplomacy of today is the diplomacy of 
power, and it must be so until the world will listen to the 
diplomacy of reason. Thus it is that the U.N. requires a 
well-armed and well-trained striking force. We all hope 
that soon internat ional power-diplomacy will y ield to the 
diplomacy of reason; but until that day, the U.N. without 
a striking force, without a "big stick," is a propoganda 
forum, holding only the reed of world opinion - a woe-
fully weak weanon against an unscrupulous opponent. 
Why must this striking force be independent of the 
member nations? Why not continue as at present, calling 
on the military power of members when force or its threat 
is required? 
Why No Action 
Against India 
This works quite well when a nation of negligible 
might is involved , such as was seen in the Congo. There, 
Irish and Indian troops provided the required power, though 
there is room for debate on how efficiently this was used. 
However, in the case of a larger nation, this policy falls a 
little short of adequacy. For example, in the case of India's 
recent invasion of Goa- a clear \'iolation of her expressed 
stand and of the charter of the United Nations- no action 
was taken, for two reasons. 
The first reason was the opposition of the General 
Assembly, especially of the Afro-Asian group, to the force-
£ ul rebuking of a nation 's "liberating" of a racially and 
religiously similar colonial establishment. How this action 
differs from Hitler's " liberation" of the German-speaking 
peoples of the Sudetenland is a little difficult to sec, but 
no conc:ete action resulted. 
The second reason was the inavailability of sufficient 
military resources without calling on the major nations. 
This alternative was unusable because of opposition from 
the major nations themselves; if U .S. soldiers were sent 
in - or British, or French, or N.A.T.O. troops - the 
Red block would have objected and Russia would have 
vetoed the proposal in the Security Council; if Red troops 
were proposed, the U.S. would have objected in the same 
way and on the same grounds. 
A.n independent force, owing allegiance to the U.N. 
only, could be sent into any nation in the world without the 
objections raised against employing troops from a member 
nation. Thus it is that the U.N. needs a strong, well-armed, 
a nd well-trained striking force, analogous to the former 
French Foreign Legion ( whose soldiers and allegiance only 
to the Legion and its officers, not to any nation), indepen-
dent of the individual members and loyal only to the 
United Nations and world peace. 
The other proposed change was the elimination of 
the one-nation-veto from the membership of the Security 
Council. This is not quite so simple nor clear-cut a proposal 
as was that of a striking force, for removing the veto power 
has much more far-reaching ramifications. 
T o look merely at the bad side of this power, it has 
provided the largest single stumbling block in the path of 
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U.N. development. Entirely too often a proposal by er.her 
of the cold-war adversaries has been blocked mainly 
through the use o f this veto power by either the .U.S. or 
Russia. If the veto were removed and four-fifths majority 
were to rule, the U.N. would be by far more versatile and 
more rapid in its potential ability and in its further de-
velopment. 
There is, however, one objection to ;his elimination 
which must loom quite large in the eye of anyone con-
sidering this question: without our veto, what is to prevent 
R ussia from using the U .N. not merely as the propaganda 
tool they have in the past, but also (gi\en the proposed 
mil itary potential of the U .N.) as a weapon against the 
ft e world? This is indeed a risk, but considering that the 
C lUncil consists of five nations, a reasonable risk. The 
c Ids are against the ability of any one nation's ability to 
b lldoze any policy dangerous to world peace through three 
the remaining fo ur nations on the Security Council. 
The recent fias:o in Goa would ~eem to indicate that 
1anges arc necessary, and necessary soon, within the struc-
urc of the U.N.; and it is my opinion that the slight risk 
nvolved in yielding ou r veto power in fa\'Or of a four-out-
,f- five majority rule in the Council is more than justified b}' 
he necessity for speed in adapting the U. . to the present 
world situation. 
It has been my contention in this article that the 
U .N. is, while imperfect, a valuable institution, and one 
well worth adapting to the situations nO\\ present in inter-
national affairs. I hold this view on the grounds that some 
organization devoted to the cause of peace and unh·ersal 
human rights is necessary in the turbulent, modern worl:l, 
and that it will be easier to make changes in an existing 
organization than to create a new one. 
Two Changes Recommended 
The changes I would recommend are the providing of 
a striking force loyal on ly to the United Nations, and ~e 
elimination of the single-nation-veto within the Secunty 
Council. Given these changes, it is my belief that the U.N. 
can and will survive as a potent force in world affairs a~d 
a strong positive factor in favor of eventual peace and untty 
among the peoples of the world. 
If it is properly adapted we can find peace in the 
U.N.; if no such organization ' is to exist, we may still lind 
peace; but it may well be the peace ol the grave. 
MOONLIT SURF 
Slowly, softly the moon-combers come 
To shatter 
On shadow's shining shore. 
Smoothly the ever-moving ocean rolls 
To halt 
On soft and silken sand. 
Quietly the 
In silence 
tolling breakers pause 
To speak 
to whispering souls. 
_Ron Murphy 
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By Ralph St. Louis 
"It's fh·e - I' ll go now, Mr. Dornhoff," high-pitched 
Karl loudly called, propped against the edge of the meat 
display case, wh ite-aproned Karl, like a ben t angel. Over 
the articles of his trade, meat and blood, now in stained-
towel shrouded heaps, he switched o ff the lights. Then he 
darted into the storage room, with gusto hurling his 
shrunken, steel-clamped right leg before him. Where, be-
fore cases of Coke bo ttles, filled now only with dust and 
tiny points of light gathered from the dimness, he h ooked 
his apron to the wall. Fro m a hanger on a water pipe, he 
uncrucified his black over-coat's heaviness, fl icked tenderly 
the lint from his black h omburg, and finally attired, armed 
himself, thrust ing pa lm into a chasm of tissue boxes un til it 
grappled with ivory of cane handle. Blankness of gray-
gr"Cn wall now confronted him, angered h im: in a min-
ute, tonight, he would ask old Dornhoff for a mirror, and 
''ash it twice, at least, a week. Yes, and during the day by 
mirror he could comb his hair, and after work, better by 
mirror arrange his clothes. Yet, at this moment, in the 
glOJm of Do.n hoff's Grocery's storage room that smoked 
faintly 1\ith the day's dus t, at age twenty-three, even with-
out a mirror, he knew he looked the devil. 
Like a chunk of bee[ gristle and bee£ fat, Mr. Darn-
hoff stood under the light bulb over the orange bin and 
wat::hcd his watch, his bald skull warming, his bald skull 
reflecting. Deep-shadowed, generous was h is smile as black-
backed Karl, with a three-legged stamp, around the dark-
ened counters wove his way. Mr. Dornhoff said: "You're 
seeing Edna tonight, huh?" 
Karl stopped. "Yes." Not now would he mention the 
mirror that should be, behind him, glinting in emptiness. 
Tomorrow. 
Light, as he grinned, trembled about old Dornhoff's 
gold tooth. Ka ngaroo·like, softly, he slipped the watch into 
the fatty warmth of belly- bulgi ng waistband. "To take 
her out, you need money, Karl?" H is pudgy hand flapped 
toward the cash drawer. 
"No." 
"Ya, I give you much too stingy a salary, Karl." Old 
D ornhoff belly-coughed embarrasmen t, and s~ddenly :1is 
hands sensuously stroked the oranges. "I know girls. Y 1. 
I know what it costs a young man to take them out. I too, 
once. But if you find one, if you want to sta ·t the family, 
Karl, we talk then about more money. Huh?" 
Face-muscle and face-flesh of Karl twisted to smile. 
jerking to nod. "Yes. Well." 
" Have a good time, Karl. Good night." Old Dornhoff, 
in modesty, attended with his eyes the beautiful oranges. 
When he reached the door, hunched over his cane, 
Karl peered like a rabbit through the glass smudged today 
by woman-finger. " I t's a nice evening." 
Leaving the oranges, hand of Dorn rca.:hcd up and 
cl awed down the light string; now Karl saw his face as 
puffy whiteness, eye so::kets clotted with blackness. "I bet>n 
thinking, Karl. You know what?" 
"What?" 
" If Edna - the gi rl who gets you, she makes fine 
catch . Huh?" 
Laughter scraped disjointed in Karl's throat. The bell 
rang as h e opened the door and, enveloped in the dry, 
cool dusk of autumn, stamped and grated out on to the 
sidewalk. 
N ow fTom the dark shaft of alley between Anderson's 
Dry Goods and Dornhoff's Grocery, leaped sere brown Aire-
dale, howling joy. Prancing, he ci rcled quiet Karl , barking 
sharply, collapsed at his feet in writhing anticipation. With 
gravity, Karl inspected the quivering, panting form. He 
whispered : "How is Kevin tonigh t?" I t barked and wagged 
in reply. Leaning down, behind the dog's ears he thrust 
and fingered roughly, scrat::hcd there the harsh, hairy dry-
ness. Then he fed into the wet, pushing muzzle a biscuit 
from the box he carried in his left coat pocket. 
Kevin ahead , Karl pulled himself toward home, beetle-
brave Karl, down the hill. In his mind, crouched over the 
coals o f sa tisfaction, he warmed himself. Like old friends, 
the dog, faithfu l friend of me, and he. Then too, he liked. 
even in winter, to walk home at night. Each morning with 
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Mr. Kelly, sallow postman hoarding sly Catho licism, hl! 
jerked and bumped in the sour cab of busted-spring truck; 
but at night, he walked, to exercise, to meditate. 
Not other men, but he, appreciated every day the 
beauty of mture. Like the sunset tonight- like what? An 
alchemist's shop: the sun a cauldron, smoking magic of 
color-heated cloud. When he would, not like other men, 
write poetry, then he would tell this. But what of smell~? 
Nothing now bul street dust, today pressed by woman-
shoe. Or tonight special sounds - clanging pot, or wind-
chased paper, or what? 
Sharply, h is cane banged, jarring him up against a 
cracked unevenness of sidewalk. Kevin, faithful friend, 
watched; lifting, he brought h is brace down, thudding, on 
the other side of the crack, and smiling, shook his head. 
Mrs. Pa:kham, she of the Ouija board in her dead 
father's death-smelling house, should have the crack fixed. 
Would he? No - he wouldn't sue if should fa ll, breaking 
bones, crack filling w ith his blood - he would, in pain, 
smile and joke. For a kind man, everyone in Petersburg 
knew him, not causing trouble, pleasant, honest. Never had 
he, he of crystal conscience, stolen anything. To Mr. 
Brockner, blind old Brockner who Jived with his cats in 
three dark rooms and mixed with cat-smell his own sweat-
smell and beer-smell staleness, who but h e would, on 
Sunday afternoons, read the German weekly newspaper. 
Who but he, after school, had delivered for free the widow 
Mason's bread - th is years ago, when father and mother, 
God-bless- them, were alive - while the others played 
football, he, crippled, dragging the bread-bulging wagon. 
So that, even if he had not gotten the "Knight for Jesus" 
award that year, and even if Pastor Lammark had not 
said, "Karl provides us all with a wonderful example of 
Christian kindness in action," he would have done it, yes. 
By the grade school, against the chain-link fence, a 
roundness of soFtness, a boy, curled, cooed light ly: " Hello, 
Karl." 
Tooth of steel, the brace hit, clicked into concrete, 
waited, whi le Karl, wary, felt eyes strike. "H ello. What are 
you doing?" 
"Watching." 
Some candy he should have to give. 13ut, to show con -
cern, frown. "Shouldn't you be home eating supper?" 
D rawing his head down, staring between his knees, 
the boy mumbled. 
The brace rasped. "Well. Good night," he said. After 
this, in his right coat pocket, he would keep a small bag cf 
sweets for the children; the 351! Johnson's Assorted H ard, 
perhaps, because, perhaps, the children seemed to like that, 
perhaps. 
"Good night, crippled Karl," the boy called lightly, 
almost whispered, behind h im, "one leg Karl," eve: more 
softly, whispering, "crippled Karl." 
That the boy knew his name, yes, it pleased him, that 
he had a way with children; it didn 't annoy him at a ll thJt 
they called him by his first name, as a friend, yes, friend. 
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Would the boy go to the university? Others, not he, I •Wer 
in his graduating class than he, had gone on. but, with him, 
duty came before self - and Aunt Ann, with father and 
mother gone, God-bless-them, had to be supported. Still 
each month he read from the library and the Book-of-the-
Month so that he could advance himself, and Vlrs. Hender-
son, perfumed librarian, often agreed that, "You'll go a 
lot further than a lot of young men with degrees." For 
know ledge she, perfumed flesh of female, saw he, brilliant, 
read, not like others, for useless, even sin£ ul, pleasure. Then 
too, what Pastor Lammark had murmured, about wh<tt 
went on in many universities, the gambling, the drinking, 
the traffic in corrupt flesh of woman, meant, perhaps, he 
h ad received a blessing in disguise. 
And one could be, without getting an education, a 
1 •n tleman, and everyone saw he, honest, was, friendly to 
children, gentle with animals, with a smile and a good word 
f r a ll, church-going, and for some young girl, Edna, a nice 
< tch bc::ause he, he of good conscience like crystal, w3s 
cady, respectable. Not like others, like Tony Fanello with 
air-black hands, who beat his wife, and when yeste:dJy 
.he came to the store, her powder didn't co,·er her cheek's 
blue bruise. He didn' t want much from life, only a ni~ 
family and wife, flesh of my flesh, and he would be a fine 
C hr istian husband. 
Kevin, a blueness in the twilight barked. Crossing th~ 
vacant- lot path to the back of his house, Karl quickened hi~ 
pace, the dust smoking out behind him. To Aunt Ann, as 
usual, he waved, Aunt Ann who peered out from the 
b : ightly lit kitchen window. 
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Not eating, mouth dry and esophagus, bloody tuhc, 
unworking in bloody, reeking blackness inside, Karl, at the 
table, stared upward, upward at the light fixture where ol 
a trinity of light bulbs, one was burned out. When he 
unscrewed the fixture, dirt would fly out into his hair. If 
he replaced the bulb, he would have to wash his hair. But 
the orange light hurt h is eyes. Saturday. 
Now he watched his plate where, under the dry. thin 
light, lima beans, bits of pork in grease-white gravy floated. 
and his fo: k steel-fi ngered all. From a can this com•!S, 
cramped in darkness, descending into darkness. From the 
ki tch en he heard gray water, cold, flecked with breakfast fo~d, gurgle around the morning's dishes. Today she had 
pams. 
" Did you have a nice day today, Auntie?" 
Eyes of o ld woman pale red-rimmed, laboriously ~ifted themselves from he; gree~ bowl of bread and milk. 
JOY of ancient flesh. " I rested up." 
. "Pains in your back again?" Where your old liver, o.H 
kidney,. old bone ferment, twitch in gasy darkness while 
someth mg - what? - rots under packings, swamps of 
sour milk and stale bread. 
She grinned lewdly at him, showing wads of wet white-
ness quivering under the ruthless slamming force of tooth-
less gums. "Yes. It won't be long." 
"You musn't think that way. You'lllh'e to be ninety." 
As moons the pale eyes descended, hunched greedily 
01cr her bowl. "It's that dog. You've got to get rid of him ." 
"'\low, Auntie." 
"Hair!" Her mouth spattered food at the sound, into 
th:! ligh . "How do you \-\•ant me to keep this house clean 
with him shedding? The cleaning! I'm too old! I can't keep 
house for no dog too!" 
But he remained patient, unangcred. What Kevin 
meant to him, crippled, if she knew this, or knew that 
happy Ch:istmas day when, eight years ago, father had 
given to him, crippled, a puppy, Kevin, so that Kevin seemed 
more friend than dog cspe::ially since he, crippled, who 
had Kevin as only friend then, couldn 't, like others, play 
football, or, like others, have friends such as he, respected, 
had now - if she knew this, she could not, each night 
into an eternity of nights, bounded only by her bowls of 
milk-bread, complain. 
"You're going to sec Edna after supper?" 
"Yes, Auntie." 
"Maybe if you can get her to marry you, she'll clean up 
after that dog." Between her thin h ands, slowly, she 
crumbled another slice of bread into her bowl where the 
piccc1 plopped, floated, sank. "Then you won't need me." 
'Til always need you, Auntie." 
"You'll make someone a good husband, Karl." 
"1 hope so, Auntie." 
"It docsn ' t matter none your crippled." 
"No." 
"A woman looks for what 's inside. A crippled leg don't 
mean much." 
Watching his plate, scooping the last of the bean~ on 
he fork, he felt her eyes, hawklike, heard her, spoon cb.nk-
ing against bowl, as she, from habit, pushed bread down Into 
milk. "Karl, dear, I been living with you a good many 
years, and it ne\er bothe:cd me any, you being so crippled. 
"Don't call me that, Auntie. I don't like it." 
"You ain't ashamed of it, arc you?" 
"No, of course not." 
"How many times do I have to te ll you. Keep saying, 
'I ain't ashamed. It ain't important!' " 
Karl, fork across plate, chair scraping back, pushed 
upward under the dim light, half erect, swa~ed. "I'~ goin~ 
upstairs and dress. You want me to help wtth the dtshes? 
"No. No." The old woman shook her head, slumped 
backward in her scat. "You go on." 
Clumsily, heavily, to the noisy sippin~ of her ~offcc, 
llith her old, bright eyes hanging like a wetght on hts leg, 
he s1~ung, thudded, swung to the parlor door. When. h e 
\las half1\ ay up the dark, musty front sta.irs, bangmg, 
th n pau~ing at each step, she screeched at htm above th<' 
clatter of dishes, but he didn't hear h er words. 
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Along thP sidev,alk before the porch steps, Karl came, 
black-coated, black-haired, black-caned Karl, grating,. and 
Slat!ping, and tapping, but softly, in the darkness. Politely, 
he coughed, and, delicately, hesitated on the perimeter of 
a rich, golden pool cast by the Anderson's porch light. Over 
his cane, h e leaned foreward, peering for a second above, at 
the figures on the porch. 
The chain on the porch swing screamed, groaned. 
"Karl, is that you?" Against the railing, heels of her hands 
taking her weight, Mrs. Anderson rose up, stared down a1 
devil-dressed Karl, scrubbed and lotioned and sweet-
breathing Karl, and, beside him, his brute. 
"Of course it's Karl. Who else?" boomed Mr. Ander-
son. 
"Good evening, Mr. and Mrs. Anderson." 
"Come on up and have a beer." 
"Berti You know he doesn't drink!" For an instant, 
Mrs. Anderson threw back her head, showed her throat, 
choking, whined with tinny laughter. She struck the dark-
ness with her hand, white flash of flesh of female, to him. 
"Come on." 
Watching him on the stairs, when he reached the 
porch, into his face she smiled with yellow teeth in yellow 
light, nostrils wide, holding darkness. "My! You sure get 
around with that cane!" 
"Come sit down, boy.'' Mr. Anderson grunted, walrus-
like, fat thighs sprawled across the swing, a beer can in one 
hand, his big pipe, smoking and glowing, in the other. 
"I can't stay long. Just dropped by to sec Edna." 
"You want a beer?" 
"Berti" 
"I don't drink, Sir." 
" 'Course. You keep telling me that. Every time you're 
here. Musta heard it a hundred times at least. Still" -
he gulped, sucking, on his beer - "Karl, I find it strange 
you don't drink even a li ttle beer now and then." Thick 
laughter sputtered in his corded neck, strangled, and dis-
solved into a booming cough. 
Mrs. Anderson sat down beside her husband; when he 
stopped coughing, she said: "Karl took Pastor Lammark's 
temperance pledge, didn't you, Karl?" 
"Yes'm. When I was eighteen." 
Mr. Anderson shifted, face straining upward toward 
the light. "When I was your age- by the way, how old 
arc you again?" 
"Twenty-three. " 
"Twenty- three?" 
"Well, Berti Twenty-three ain't so old, honey. I wish 
[ was twenty- three again!" 
Mr. Anderson didn't laugh. "I suppose twenty- three 
creeps up on a fellow mighty fast. Now you take our Edna. 
She's only seventeen, but we just might turn ar~und .and 
find h er twenty-three one of these days, and us stJ!I thmk-
ing she's seven teen." He \>vhistled, sucking the air in be-
tween his teeth. " 'Course seventeen's pretty young, don' t 
you think, Karl?'' 
"Yes, sir." 
"Why, she just graduated fr~;n high school three 
months ago _ less'n that, actually. 
" Yes, Sir." 
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Mr. Anderson knocked the dead ashes out of his pipe 
on the bottom of the porch swing, carefully filled it from 
his pouch, and lit it. Behind the match fl ame, his face 
looked like a bulging leather sack, cracked and weathered. 
"Have you noticed? No crickets, Karl. Do you think 
it's too cold for them?" Mrs. Anderson asked, yawned. 
Building the glow of his pipe, speaking from around 
the stem, Mr. Anderson murmured, " Does it affect yoL•r 
leg, the cold?" 
"No, sir. My leg never bothers me." 
"That so, now?" Mr. Anderson yawned too. " I sup-
pose," he said slowly, "it don' t matter much to you when 
you get older, being crippled that way, I mN1n . At least, 
in most things." 
"You get around very well with you cane, don 't you, 
Karl?" 
Mr. Anderson shook his head. "'Course in some things, 
I imagine it's hard. Still, you get used to it. If you can get 
used to it, what the heck should other people care? Right, 
Karl?" 
"I've always felt that way, Mr. Anderson." 
In the silence, Mr. Anderson belched. " I£ you don"t 
want to sit down and talk to us, Karl, we'll talk to your 
dog." H e chuckled, whistled. "That a fine a nimal you got 
there. Loyal." 
Edna's doing dishes, Karl. Maybe she's got some 
coffee left." 
Karl swung himself to the door. "I don't think you' ll 
find Kevin much of a conversationalist, Mr. Anderson," he 
said, standing under the porch light. He hesitated an in-
stant, waiting for their laughter, but, without expression, 
the Andersons stared at him from the shadows. 
Darkness of parlor, a cave, except for the front win-
dows, glazed and glinting with golden frost, smelled of to-
bacco, of furniture polish, of flesh, smelled old ; noiselessly, 
stopping often, Karl , around sofa, by end-table, into the din-
ing room, threaded his way, wormlike, toward the kitchen 
door. Which, touched, swung open, burst light of white 
light on white walls, left him blinking. Left him murmur-
ing, "Good eveni ng, Edna," standing in the doorway, lean-
ing halfway into the kitchen, his leg and cane behind th<' 
door. 
Tautness and softness of girl, girl-flesh, Edna, at the 
sink, turned around. "Hello, Karl!" Against the drain-
board she leaned, bright voice from fl esh of my flesh, and 
smiled, ivory on pink, at him. 
Acrid knowledge of maleness squeezed at his throat, 
choked him. " l thought I 'd stop by so we could talk." 
H e watched her dry, slowly, her hands, hands, on her 
apron, leaving a circle of wetness in the center. 
" I'm almost done with the dishes." 
"Would you like me to help you? I' ll dry." 
She shook her head, brown-haired head. " I'm almost 
done. You sit down. How about a cup of coffee?" 
Toward the gleaming, white-enameled table, he 
swung, stiff-spined, stif[-smiled. knowing she watched. 
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Then g irl-hand from the cupboard took a green ~up. 
grasped with she-strength the pot on the drain-board. and 
brought to him, she-smiling, a cup of coffee. "It's only half-
full , I'm afraid, Karl." She touched the cup for an instant 
after she had set it down. 
He didn't reach for the cup until she had withdrawn 
her hand, close to him, perfumed flesh of female, hand 
traced with blue vein under the golden-redness of skin. 
moist, light-consuming skin, female-potent. 
"Would you like to play cards after I'm done with the 
dishes, Karl?" 
Contorted, he squeaked with laughter, hated the sound. 
"You always win, Edna." 
"You always let me, Karl." 
" I t's good coffee, Edna." H e watched her, girl-flesh, 
heard her, cloth on skin rustle, as she went over to the sink 
a td rinsed some plates, dropping them, steaming with hot 
'' ater , into the drying rack. 
" I t's good coffee, Edna." Answer! 
" I'm g lad you like it. Sorry it's not hot." 
In and out, beneath green wool of sweater, her shoulder 
blades pushed, muscled, swirling blood through nerve 
tangle, beneath girl-back. 
"It's getting chilly out, Edna," he said. " o more 
crickets. No more crickets until next summer." 
Whiteness of scouring powder fell into the grease of a 
large, iron skille t. "Docs the weather bother your leg, Ka:l?" 
"No, No. Leg's fine, Edna." Greasy-gray, hairy, my 
flesh has shrunken, but yours, flesh of my flesh, holds 
full , with living moistness rounds, pulses. 
She, all movement, rinsed and dried the skillet, bend-
ing, put it into the cupboard, then, emptied dishwater, and, 
stretching, put the pan upside down on the drainboard. She 
dried her h ands on her apron, started to untie it, then 
left it on. 
"Now wh at do you want to talk about, Karl?" 
With knowing smile, eyes, in humility, down: "It's 
very important, Edna." 
In front of him, she, girl-flesh, c:ossed, closed tbe 
door to the d ining room. "Well, then, we might have some 
privacy." She frowned. " It's all right to talk in the kitchen, 
isn't it, Karl?" 
Yes. Oh, yes." 
"Now you just sit a t this end of the table. And I'll be 
at that end. And we can talk." At her lips, she fingered, 
pulled. "You know what I think I'l l do, Karl? Make some 
nice cookies. I can make them on the ~able here. And you 
can talk." 
H e shook his head. "This is really important, Edna. 
I'd like you to just sit and listen." 
Across the table from him, lips wetly red, softness 
apart, smiling, she weight of woman's body, sat with hands 
arched, arched, into her lap, there closed and secret with 
pinkness glowing, creeping into her girl cheeks, rising from 
her secretness, flashing, while her bright voice called to 
him. "All right, Karl." 
For a minute, he watched her, coughed then, looking 
down a.t the table, his finger tracing, trembling around a 
depression where the enamel had chipped, showing dark 
wood beneath. "What-what do you think of me, Edna?" 
" T think you're a wonderful person, Karl. But, why, 
tha t's n silly question. You know I like you, Karl. " 
"You think being crippled matters much, Edna?" 
"Karl! Why no. Of course not." She reached across the 
table and put her hand lightly on his. 
He didn't move his hand, shivered under weight, damp 
warmth, full yielding of hers. Flesh of my flesh! Light, light 
off ~hite walls, mingled with the paint on the white table, 
mingled until he saw points of reflection float under the 
enamel, under milky skum like dull glass globes. "You 
know I won't be at the store all my life, Edua." In chunks 
his breath came; in chunks, heaving, his ideas formed. "Mr. 
Peters at the bank promised me a job as soon as there's an 
op~ning. I'll make a good salary, Edna. Edna, and I own my 
own house. I'm smart, too. I can make money." 
Dampened, her hand lightened, lifting. ''I'm sure you 
can, Karl." 
"Edna, I'm a good Christian. I don't smoke, and drink, 
and swear. Not at all - I'm respectable, Edna - respect-
llble." 
"Yes," she said. He st:ai ned, he could hardly hear her 
-hollow, from a distance, distance she spoke, soft as silk 
on silk. On the table, under the enamel, the globes threat-
ened, unless he caught them, held them, to dissolve, lighten, 
toward the surface bubble away, until the lights and her 
touch became indistinguishable, one. No! 
"Edna, if someone would marry me. I would love 
them. I would love them." 
A coldness, a dryness crept over the back of his hand. 
Then on the table, the lights vanished, the globes suddenly 
rising to the surface, the enamel hardening, thickening, to 
give off reflection. 
He looked at her. "Marry me, Edna." 
"I'm sorry, Karl. I really am." On the whiteness IJf 
face-flesh, her lips redly twisted, expanded, contracted, 
against teeth, revealing pinkness of darting tongue, con-
lulsing in warm darkness. In silence for an instant, he 
stared, trying to associate with the movement of her 
mouth the bright voice sound, words. 
"Because I 'm crippled." 
"No, Karl. No. I just don ' t love you. " 
"Because I'm crippled." 
Tired, empty, drugged with color, light, plane, his 
mind cased, stretched. He could think of only one thing to 
say. "You're not so pretty, Edna. You're not so pretty 
either." 
Mo1 ing foreward on his chair, anxiously, he waited, 
llaitcd while her lips tightened and wrinkled. "What mahs 
You think you can do better than me, Edna? Edna, you're 
110tprctty. You really aren't. I never liked your hands. Your 
hands arc ugly, Edna." 
"You'd better go, Karl." 
. ''I'll go." Cane in hand, pushing, out of the chair, ~e 
h d himself. Swaying, he looked down, down at her ha1r, 
11 d,lting her to look up, up at him. "Your hands, Edna." 
There, on the table, were the hands, curved flesh, tapered 
fullness; but they did not move. "But your hair's beautiful, 
Edna. The most beautiful I've ever seen." Her whole body, 
spine snapping upward against the chair back, stomach 
hurled in, chest up, straining against green wool, up, she 
jerked up. 
Quickly, he moved through the darkened house, burst 
out on the porch like a mole. For a second, wordlessly, he 
stared, blinking, in the swing-creaking yellow brightness. 
Behind him, the screen door slammed shut, and, in the 
darkness before him, Mrs. Anderson's dress rippled languid-
ly, her husband's pipe glowed, tatters of smoke filming 
over the railing. 
"You're not leaving so soon, Karl?" 
Hunched over his cane, frowning, shaking his head, 
he peered into the shadows. Stumbling, clutching the rail-
ing, half-falling, down the steps he dropped, tripping on 
the last step, catching himself with his cane. Uncertainly, 
he swayed in the pool of light at the bottom, looked back, 
then into the darkness, swung himself. 
"Karl, what's the matter? Karl!" Tinny, he h eard 
Mrs. Anderson screech behind him. H e didn't stop. Then 
ballooning, confident, male laughter boomed out at him, 
rich laughter, from a thick, corded throat, two-legged 
laughter that ended in a dry cough, cracking like a shot. 
The s:!rcen door slammed. Then there was only the thud of 
his brace, scrape of shoe, click of his cane. 
On Garton Street, he heard behind him the pad of 
the dog, stopped, called low on his breath. The padding 
hesitated, increased in tempo. Against his left leg, he felt, 
pushing, the wet muzzle thrust forward. He bent down, 
whispering, scratched the animal's ears. 
"Kevin's loyal. Like an old friend, Kevin. Friend of 
crippled Karl." Along the dog's ribs, through the coat on his 
back, he ran his hand. 
Then he straightened, braced himself, turned his cane 
upside down, letting it slide through his palm until he 
gripped the rubber tip. 
"Kevin! Kevin!" The dog looked up, and he brought 
the cane down, swishiug down, whistling down with both 
hands, down on its skull. H e heard the cracking, felt the 
impact surge up his arms - this mingle with the howl of 
pain. 
"Get hair all over the house!" Again and again, he 
lilled and swung the cane, thudding, thudding against bone 
and Ilesh. "Make a mess! A mess! A mess!" 
He stopped, chest heaving. silent, and wiped the sweat 
from his face. For sound, mo\ement, he watched carefully 
the form at his feet. He lit a match, peered down, shrugged, 
d:opped the match. The odor of singed hair rose in his 
nostrils, and it didn't move. 
He reversed the cane, feeling wetness on the ivory 
handle. Quickly, he crossed the dark street, to the lot path 
in back of his house, leaning heavily on the cane, grinding 
wetness into his palm, getting it between his fingers, rub · 
b"ng them together. Against the kitchen window, outlined, 
a
1 
figure stirred. Not stopping, pushing himsdf forward, he 
waved to her. 
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